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AI Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview 2021 Q4

Table of Contents Introduction
Developed by Deep Knowledge Analytics with a support of 
SwissCognitive, Artificial Intelligence (AI) Industry in Switzerland 
Landscape Overview 2021 Q4 report contains a comprehensive 
overview of the AI sector, providing such qualitative indicators as 
key findings and general landscape of the industry, and 
quantitative indicators like Distribution of AI companies by Swiss 
Regions, 500 AI Companies by Categories and Number of 
Employees, Top 100 Swiss Companies’ Funding by Categories, 
and Leading AI Start-Ups in Switzerland.

Switzerland is home to many leading AI research institutes 
spread out over a manageable geographical area. This closely-knit 
network and a pragmatic collaboration between key research 
institutes and strong industrial players results in the highly 
efficient transfer of technology, which brings innovative products 
to the market quickly. 

AI is a main component of the Swiss digitalisation process. The 
study is compassed based on the analysis of the AI of such 
aspects as the interaction and involvement of the Swiss 
government in AI, the digital solutions implemented in the fight 
against the consequences of COVID-19, the usage and influence 
of the AI in various business sectors, the main trends and 
predictions of the AI field in Switzerland.

#
#
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Companies - 500+ 
Investors - 220

Non-profits, R&D 
Centres and Hubs - 50+
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In the course of the study, 500 AI companies, 220 investors and 50 
nonprofit organisations (NGOs), R&D centres, and hubs were analysed. AI 
companies were ranged by such categories as AdTech, Sales and CRM, 
Marketing and Analytics, Consulting, Entertainment, FinTech and 
InsurTech, Geoscience and Geospatial, Healthcare and Life Sciences, 
Logistic and Transportation, Recruitment and Human Resources, Retail 
Solutions, Science and Engineering, Security and CyberSecurity, etc. The 
latter include Agriculture, Cloud Solutions, EdTech, Image and Face 
Recognition, LegalTech and RegTech, Robotics, Virtual and Augmented 
Reality.
In analysing AI companies, such technologies were highlighted: Chatbot 
and AI Assistants, Computer Vision, Intelligent Data Analysis, Internet of 
Things, Machine Learning, Predictive Analytics, Recommendation 
Systems, Robotics, Search Engines and Language Processing, Cyber 
Security, AI Optimised Hardware, etc.
The report as a whole represents a deep analysis, having an aim to 
highlight the importance and multiplicity of AI nowadays. It shows how 
elaborated and diversified is its application, draws up the insights, and 
emphasises the real-life examples, stating distinct facts and figures. 
Moreover, it reveals not only the AI potential but also the obstacles met 
by this industry, which are restraining its full aptitude.

Methodology and Approach

Industry
Specialised 
Databases 

Data Sources

Media 
Overview 

Industry 
Reports and 

Reviews

Publicly 
Available 
Sources 

Descriptive
Analysis

Comparative 
Analysis

Qualitative Data 
Collection

Mixed Data 
Research

SWOT 
Analysis

Data 
Filtering

Applied Research and Analytics Methods

Relying on various research methods and analytics techniques, the 
analytical report provides a comprehensive overview of the AI industry in 
Switzerland. This approach has certain limitations, especially when using 
publicly available data sources and conducting the secondary research. 
Deep Knowledge Analytics is not responsible for the quality of the 
secondary data presented herein; however, we do our best to eliminate 
the said risks using different analytics techniques and cross-checking 
data.

Methodology Approach
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Key Findings

Sources: DKA Database, Switzerland Global Enterprise, Swiss Biotech
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Swiss Government Engagement on AI Development: Digital Switzerland 
Strategy provides the guidelines for government action and indicates 
where and how the authorities, academia, the private sector, civil society, 
and politics must work together to shape the transformation process for 
the benefit of everyone in Switzerland.
Switzerland has stable political and economic environment and offers 
globally active companies a safe place to host and validate their data. 
The combination of high data security and data quality, political stability, 
and legal certainty leads to reduced risks for companies. Likewise, the 
country offers a safe place for investors’ assets due to its taxation 
system, geographic and political position, low inflation and highly skilled 
professionals.
Switzerland is host to a variety the finest technical institutes such as 
ETH Zurich, EPF Lausanne, or Lugano IDSIA Lab and has been among the 
major attractions for some of the brightest heads involved in AI 
development. As a result, Switzerland has emerged as a serious 
competitor to California for the technologies, human resources, and 
funding.
In Switzerland, different institutions are conducting studies to answer 
questions regarding topics such as ethics and the risks and opportunities 
of AI innovations. Swiss federal government has funded research 
programmes on the effective and appropriate use of Big Data, and 
incorporated a federal working group specialised in AI.
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50
of Swiss AI patents filed are 
ranked as world-class

37%

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
https://www.s-ge.com/en/publication/fact-sheet/switzerland-hub-artificial-intelligence
https://www.swissbiotech.org/report/
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AI in Switzerland Landscape

Switzerland is home to many leading AI research institutes spread out over a manageable geographical area. This closely-knit network 
and a pragmatic collaboration between key research institutes and strong industrial players results in the highly efficient transfer of 
technology, which brings innovative products to the market quickly. 

Sources: Vemaps, Switzerland Global Enterprise

Why Switzerland?

The Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology in 
Zurich and Lausanne (ETH Zurich and EPFL) 
rank among the world’s best technological 
universities. 

Switzerland has a high level of innovation 
output. In proportion to its population, 
Switzerland boasts the third highest number of 
AI patents in an international comparison.

Switzerland is home to top global 
pharmaceutical players. Basel’s thriving 
ecosystem of big pharma and life sciences is 
driving global AI developments in healthcare. 

The Swiss legal system, being both stable and 
liberal, offers significant protection for 
intellectual property and a high degree of 
investment security for R&D activities.

According to Global Innovation Index, the 
country is most effective in transforming 
innovation investments into results.

Switzerland provides a regulatory framework 
that is innovation-friendly and progressive. 
Swiss laws are formulated in a 
technology-neutral way. 

Switzerland has very strong industry clusters 
in pharma, finance, and health tech, which 
are fueling the AI ecosystem significantly.

Switzerland borders large markets like 
France, Germany, and Italy, which gives 
companies easy access to reach potential 
customers.

https://vemaps.com
https://www.s-ge.com/en/publication/fact-sheet/switzerland-hub-artificial-intelligence
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Switzerland as an Ecosystem for Artificial Intelligence

Areas where Switzerland Succeeded as a World AI Leader

Switzerland is homeland of world-known universities and research 
institutes in the area of AI, including the two federal institutes of 
technology ETH Zurich and EPFL in Lausanne, IDSIA in Lugano, IDIAP in 
Martigny, and many cantonal universities. This proximity to cutting-edge 
research is the reason why multinational tech leaders such as Google, 
IBM, and Microsoft conduct their AI research from Switzerland. 

AI in Switzerland

Trustworthy 
Governance

Key Research 
Players

Corporate and R&D 
Centres

Legal Certainty Collaborative 
Ecosystem

Homeland to LSTM 
Algorithms

Stable economic environment

Switzerland ensures very stable business environment that 
offers globally active companies a safe place to host and 
validate their main asset: data. 

Stable political environment

Trustworthy governance and legal certainty lead to reduced 
risks for companies, which benefit from transparent support 
of cantons and the government.

Highly developed life science

Thanks to its traditional strength in the field of life sciences, 
Switzerland also drives AI developments in healthcare and 
pharma. 

Collaborative Opportunities

There is a collaborative tech ecosystem in place that fuels 
partnering opportunities and a high level of innovative output. 
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State of AI Technology in Switzerland

Countries’ Comparison Matrix Top 10 Companies in terms of AI Patents in Switzerland

Top AI Research Institutions in Switzerland
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Hong Kong

Switzerland
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Sources: Artificial Intelligence Index Report 2021; EconSight; OECD.AI 9Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021-AI-Index-Report_Master.pdf
https://www.econsight.ch/en/econsight-swiss-atlas-of-digitization/
https://www.oecd.ai/dashboards/countries/Switzerland
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Distribution of AI Companies by Swiss Regions

Sources: Vemaps, DKA Database

Top 5 Cantons by Number of AI Companies, Q4 2021

Switzerland is divided into 26 cantons that can be distributed by five big regions. The biggest region by AI companies is Northern Switzerland – more 
than 37% of organisations are located there. This region consists of only the canton of Zurich. The second biggest region of AI companies (with more 
than 21% of AI companies) is Western Switzerland that includes such cantons as Vaud, Geneva, Neuchatel, Fribourg, and Jura.

Central Switzerland 
and Ticino

19.2%

Northern Switzerland 
37.4%

Eastern Switzerland and 
Graubunden

5.6%Mittelland, Bernese 
Oberland, and Valais

16.6%

Western Switzerland
21.2%

Distribution of AI Companies by Swiss Regions, Q4 2021

10Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive

https://vemaps.com/switzerland/ch-02
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500 AI Companies by Categories and Number of Employees

AI Companies by Categories

Sources: DKA Database

Science and Engineering - 9.8%

Security and CyberSecurity - 3.4%

Geoscience and Geospatial - 3.4%

Retail Solutions - 3.4%

Logistics and Transportation - 3.0%

Others - 18.2%

Marketing and Analytics - 26.8%

AgTech, Sales, and CRM - 9.6%

Consulting - 6.8%

FinTech and InsurTech - 3.2%

Healthcare and 
Life Sciences  - 12.4%

Almost half of AI companies are involved in three spheres: Marketing and Analytics, Healthcare and Life Sciences, Science and Engineering. Marketing 
and Analytics is the biggest category, which accounts for 26.8% of AI companies. Some 54% of AI companies employ 1-10 people and 35.4% employ 
251-500 people.

AI Companies by Number of Employees

1-10 270

>500 12

251-500 177

101-250 5

51-100 21

11-50 15

11Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive
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Top 100 Swiss Companies’ Funding by Categories

Switzerland companies are divided into 18 categories. The biggest category 
is Recruitment and Human Resources, which accounts for nearly 18,2% of all 
investments. Healthcare and Life Science is the second largest category, 
which has more than 18% of all analysed companies in terms of funding. The 
third category is Security and Cybersecurity - 16,8%.

Sources: DKA Database 12Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive
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Top-10 Swiss AI Companies by Funding

Top-10 Swiss AI Companies by Funding, Q4 2021

Swiss AI companies are attracting more and more investments today. Switzerland is a country that has all the necessary infrastructure for market 
players to perform. Upon analysis of Swiss AI companies it is possible to notice key tendencies: relatively high gross profit margin rates led by 
double-digit revenue growth, market capitalization growth even if financial performance is not satisfactory, willingness to invest in Swiss AI 
companies from a large number of countries and investors.

Sources: tracxn

SOPHiA 
GENETICS

Numbrs ecoRobotixScandit Screening Eagle 
Technologies

MindMaze Beekeeper SIRIN dacadoo NetGuardians

$249M
$230M

$28M

$123M $123M $119M

$86M
$72M $71M

$35M

13Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive

https://tracxn.com/explore/Artificial-Intelligence-Startups-in-Switzerland
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AI Investors in Switzerland

Top Investors in AI Companies (by Number of Deals)

24.32%Europe

Middle East and Asia

0.54%Australia

5.95%

22.16%N. America
41.62%Switzerland

24.32%UK

220 Investors: Regional Proportion

Switzerland is a stable country in both politics and economics. According 
to this study, more than 75 investors are located in Switzerland. The 
country offers a safe place to host investors’ assets due to its taxation 
system, geographic and political position, low inflation, and highly skilled 
professionals.

Based on this study, the most active investor in terms of the number of 
deals is the Zurich-based Venture Kick (28 investment deals in 26 AI 
companies), Foundation for Technological Innovation (FIT) – the second, 
in terms of investments, with 18 investment deals in 18 AI companies.

Sources: DKA Database 14Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive



$180.0M

$16.7M

$17.3M

$19.0M

$25.0M

$80.0M

$18.0M

$22.0M

$34.0M

$15.5M

Top Investment Deals and Categories

Sources: DKA Database

Top 10 Deals in 2020-2021 Q3 by Investments Top 10 Swiss Companies’ Investment by Categories

Top 10 Deals Regional Distribution

$214.0M

$8.4M

$17.5M

$25.0M

$37.5M

$40.0M

$18.0M

$27.4M

$40.0M

The increasing volume and complexity of data are driving the 
commercial adoption of AI in analytics tools in various industries. 
That is the reason why examination analytics category is one the 
quickest in developing and growth.

15Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive
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Selected AI Hubs

SGAICO brings together 
researchers, practitioners, 
and other parties 
interested in the subjects 
of AI and cognitive 
science. SGAICO pursues 
the goal of promoting 
intelligent technologies for 
innovation in the society. It 
provides a platform for 
exchange on Artificial 
Intelligence and Cognitive 
Science between industry 
and universities.

SwissCognitive, 
World-Leading AI 
Network is a 
cross-industry global 
community of leaders 
and AI experts openly & 
transparently exchanging 
about the development 
and applications of AI. 
While focusing on 
hands-on use cases, 
research, development, 
challenges and 
opportunities these 
exchanges have two 
major aims.

The CognitiveValley 
Foundation is striving to 
create a future where 
Switzerland is 
recognized as a 
trustworthy global 
center and world leader 
for artificial intelligence. 
The CognitiveValley 
Foundation acts as a 
financial enabler, 
supporter, networker, 
and promotor for the 
Swiss AI ecosystem. 

The vision of ai-zurich is 
actually quite simple: 
they want to bring 
exciting people together 
with exciting content 
and create great 
moments, both online 
and offline. The 
company would like to 
share this fascination 
and enthusiasm with 
their users, customers 
and partners and 
immerse themselves in 
the AI universe together 
with them.

As ETH's central hub for 
artificial intelligence, we 
bring together 
researchers of AI 
foundations, 
applications, and 
implications across all 
departments. We foster 
research excellence, 
industry innovation, and 
AI entrepreneurship to 
promote trustworthy, 
accessible, and 
inclusive AI systems.

Sources: Analytics Insights; Media Overview 16Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive

https://www.analyticsinsight.net/top-10-ai-startup-companies-in-switzerland-to-look-out-in-2021/


Switzerland is confidently transforming into one of the most important centres for advancements in AI technology. Ranked for seven consecutive 
years as the most innovative country in the world by Cornell University (USA), the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and INSEAD, it does 
not come as a surprise that Switzerland would be one of the first movers when it comes to AI adoption and research. An interesting side note is the fact 
that Switzerland already boasts the highest number of AI companies per citizen.

17

AI International Developments in Switzerland

Doubles AI Human Capital

Google, an American multinational 
technology company and one of the 
forerunners in AI technology, has been 
heavily investing in its Zurich location (the 
company’s largest campus outside 
California) and plans to double its 2,500 
workforce to 5,000 in 2025.

Partners with ABB

ABB has partnered with IBM to apply an 
AI-based system which would allow real-time 
analysis in production processes.

AI Implementation

Disney Research Studio is working to endow 
computers and robots with many of the 
qualities long associated with living, thinking 
beings — from perception and action to 
reasoning, problem solving, and even 
creativity. 

Sources: ASGARD 17Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_company
https://asgard.vc/the-european-artificial-intelligence-landscape-more-than-400-ai-companies-made-in-europe/
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Distribution of AI Nonprofits, R&D Centres, and Hubs by Swiss Regions

Biggest Cantons by R&D Centres, Hubs, and Nonprofits

Sources: Vemaps, DKA Database

By distribution of AI nonprofits, R&D centres, and hubs, Zurich canton 
is followed by Zug and Geneva (14% and 10.9% respectively). The 
other locations with a high concentration of AI Nonprofits, R&D 
Centres, and Hubs are Basel, Bern, and Lausanne (6% each).

Zurich

Zug

Geneva

Basel

Bern

Lausanne

Neuchâtel

R&D Centres, Hubs, and Nonprofits (City Distribution)

Zurich city is the hub of the Swiss Artificial Intelligence industry. More 
than 28% of AI Nonprofits, R&D Centres, and Hubs are located here. In 
this regard, Zurich is a centre for growing talent as well as attracting it.

18Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive

https://vemaps.com/switzerland/ch-02
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1. Acodis
2. ahead
3. AIcrowd
4. AiM
5. aisot
6. Akselos
7. Alpine Intuition
8. Anemomind
9. Artificialy

10. Ben Energy
11. biGENiUS
12. Bisnode D and B Schweiz AG
13. BLP Digital
14. BOONEA
15. Colendi
16. CONSTANT DIALOG
17. Data Dynamic
18. Datahouse
19. Datapred
20. Datenretter Schweiz GmbH
21. DB4ALL
22. DeGro
23. DemoSCOPE
24. Digital Clues
25. Dydon

26. Elqano - Where Knowledge Finds People
27. emonitor
28. exense
29. Finstone Information Technologies
30. Fortean AI
31. Frontwerks
32. GenLots
33. GEOSATIS
34. Grossopanel
35. Grydl Analytics
36. Hands-on
37. Heyde
38. Horizm
39. Hoursec
40. icCube
41. IMSD
42. InfoLit Infobroker
43. Informatec
44. Intelligent Insights
45. Iprova
46. iRIX Software Engineering
47. ISE AG Informatik Solutions Einsiedeln
48. Joaquin Fernandez
49. Jessie.ai
50. Kido Dynamics

51. Klarsoft AG
52. KNIME
53. kWIQly
54. Lambda IT
55. LC Systems
56. Life Imaging Services
57. Lightly
58. Linalis
59. Locatee
60. LogiFleet
61. LOGITRAK Sàrl
62. Logmind
63. M and M@BCS GmbH
64. Macrofocus
65. MERA
66. Met Flow
67. Modulos
68. MSIntelligence MSI Market Survey Intelligence Sàrl
69. Netbreeze
70. Neural Concept
71. NeuroPie
72. ngsurvey
73. NNAISENSE
74. Novamet sarl
75. Novertur

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category
Marketing & Analytics (1/2)

Sources: DKA Database

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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Marketing & Analytics (2/2)

Sources: DKA Database

76. nudgeIT
77. Optimatik
78. Parashift AG
79. politik.ch
80. Polixis
81. Predictive Layer
82. PriceHubble
83. Promacx AG
84. Qualimatik Software Partner AG
85. QuantActions
86. Quantum Analytics
87. Quercus
88. Raized.ai
89. Riskifier
90. SandSIV
91. SERVA AIR SYSTEMS
92. SGS
93. Skunk Sports AG
94. SMT Swiss Mains
95. SpectraFlow Analytics

96. SpinningBytes
97. Spoud
98. Sqooba
99. Stignergy

100. StormCorp
101. sumIT
102. Swiss Information Group
103. Teralytics
104. TOFWERK
105. trivo systems GmbH
106. UFD
107. Units
108. UrbanDataLab
109. Urbio
110. Vantino
111. Veezoo
112. Velas
113. Versus Data Sports
114. ViDi Systems

115. VisioSafe
116. viso.ai
117. Voicepoint
118. VOLAG System AG
119. w hoch 2
120. WealthArc
121. Wegaw
122. WeLytics
123. Wild Tree Tech
124. Winarco AG
125. XLnow AG
126. xSenda
127. Xtreme Software GmbH
128. Yokoy
129. zehnplus GmbH
130. Zondax
131. Zühlke
132. Zweipunkt
133. ZYTLYN Technologies

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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1. 4Quant
2. 4th-IR
3. Ancora.ai AG
4. Andrew Alliance
5. Asimov Medical
6. avintis
7. b-rayZ
8. Balzano
9. BC Platforms

10. Bionomous
11. Biowatch
12. Cureab
13. Curo-Health
14. dacadoo
15. Dayton Therapeutics
16. DeepTech Consult
17. epha
18. Epios
19. Exploris Health
20. GENeuver Biologics
21. Geneva Bioinformatics
22. HAEMOKINESIS

23. HCI Solutions
24. HealthyTail
25. helixstreet.com AG
26. Holodia
27. HUBERLAB AG
28. HumanExcellence
29. IcosaMed
30. IIT
31. Inanna Fertility
32. INOFEA
33. InterAx Biotech Ltd
34. Interlabor Belp AG
35. kinastic AG
36. Lakera AI
37. Limitless Mind Institute
38. Makora
39. medXchange
40. MindMaze
41. Mindset Technologies
42. Nebion
43. Novigenix
44. PeakData

45. Phenotec
46. Piavita
47. Pregnolia
48. Prufag
49. Pryv
50. Qumea
51. RetinAI
52. Saverna Therapeutics
53. Scailyte
54. SimplicityBio
55. Skeeter Health
56. SNAQ
57. SOPHiA GENETICS
58. Spiden
59. syndata
60. synedra Schweiz
61. TOM Medications
62. Uplyfe Health
63. ValueQuest
64. VAY
65. Zoundream

Healthcare & Life Sciences

Sources: DKA Database

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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1. Alphasol Tec
2. Arbrea Labs
3. AutoForm Engineering
4. ChemAlive sA
5. Data Geekery
6. Delvitech
7. em prevent
8. Eyeware
9. FKL & Partner

10. Flowspek SA
11. Forensity
12. G P Engineering AG
13. Genesis Group
14. GERSTEL
15. Hades
16. Haustechnik Planungs AG
17. Human Engineering
18. I Tech Dimension Sagl
19. IMTS
20. Interstar Aktiengesellschaft
21. IT-Venture
22. NRCtech
23. Octonion
24. ogp
25. Oxygen at Work

26. PlantingSpace
27. Popety.io
28. Quantreex
29. Quantworks
30. RELE.AI
31. Relevance One
32. REM Analytics
33. RepRisk
34. RHS InfoSys
35. Ri-Ma CNC Maschinen
36. RK Waagen Roman Kiwic
37. rqmicro
38. RZintegral AG
39. Saner Netzwerktechnik
40. Saphirion AG
41. Schotec AG
42. Senten
43. Sevaplan AG
44. Snowcookie
45. STEBATEC
46. Synthara Technologies
47. Tech5.ai
48. Technis
49. Tecson

Science & Engineering

1. 1702ai
2. AGT International
3. BinaryEdge
4. Datalynx AG
5. Exeon Analytics
6. Forexus GmbH
7. ImmuniWeb
8. ITW INFORMATIK
9. Ixtron

10. ORDAN
11. SabaiNet
12. SCE Server Components Europe
13. Securaxis
14. Siodb
15. Threatray
16. WISeKey
17. ZeNPulsar

Security & CyberSecurity

Sources: DKA Database

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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1. Advertima
2. AI Retailer Systems
3. Animatico
4. Axino
5. DNA Global Analytics
6. Doppler Instruments AG
7. EYEFITU
8. FLYERBEE
9. Gutmeister

10. GUURU
11. HiKaMi Digital
12. MarketMixer
13. Scandit
14. Sensometrix
15. ShoeSize.Me
16. SixSq
17. TEAL AI AG
18. Wenzel Metromec

1. AdHash
2. beaconsmind
3. Crossnotion
4. CubeServ Group
5. Datalogue Schweiz
6. Digital Luxury Group (DLG)
7. dwb AG
8. ECS Conseil SA
9. Enterprise Bot

10. ExactaPro
11. Expertflow
12. gotomo
13. Greater Zurich Area
14. Huonder Elmer AG
15. InvestGlass
16. Keyko
17. klod SA
18. LeadRebel
19. LESS INFORMATIK AG
20. Lettra Design Werbetechnik AG
21. Lineasoft Sagl
22. livealytics
23. Maarketer
24. Mazzantini and Associati SA

25. menticorp
26. Nanos
27. nexoya
28. Orvium
29. Projektmanagement Medici AG
30. Qualitest AG
31. SalesGrowth
32. SalesWings
33. Signifikant Solutions
34. SIINDA
35. SKOOR AG
36. soultank
37. Squirro
38. STM Mess- & Regeltechnik
39. STUDERSOND AG
40. Swiss Brand Experts AG
41. T2-events
42. Team Engineering AG
43. Warp Link
44. WebDirekt
45. Windsor.ai
46. zauberkuche marketing solutions AG
47. Zimmerli Messtechnik
48. Zürcher Marketing

AdTech, Sales & CRM Retail Solutions

Sources: DKA Database

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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1. Active Sourcing AG
2. Archilyse AG
3. EMIcon
4. FINCONS GROUP
5. gfs-befragungsdienst
6. Human Capital Academy
7. ICERTIAS
8. IDParc
9. INFOGEM AG

10. iq's & consulting
11. IT Logix AG
12. IX WIN
13. Lleed & Partners
14. Logol
15. mapet
16. Marketingold AG

17. neo technologies
18. Neter
19. Pi Lighting
20. Qloum
21. Rubyx
22. saracus consulting
23. Serwise
24. Smart Concept
25. smartcut consulting
26. Swiss Statistical Design and Innovation
27. T.V.T. Swissconsult
28. UBCOM
29. Visium
30. VisualGest
31. Wittigonia
32. Wolfgang Gumpelmaier

Consulting Services

1. DFRC
2. Esri Suisse
3. freshbits GmbH
4. Geo Explorers
5. Geo Marketing
6. Geo Uri
7. Girsberger Informatik
8. GlobalVision Communication
9. Ipogee

10. Kiefer & Studer Geotechniker SIA/USIC
11. Lisag
12. Magma
13. Mechmine
14. OSPAG
15. Picterra
16. StartupBlink
17. Symmetra

Geoscience & Geospatial

Sources: DKA Database

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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FinTech & InsurTech
1. 1plusX AG
2. BGX
3. DRAWIN
4. DTP Magic GmbH
5. Faveeo
6. i for own business
7. Illusonic
8. Kickoff.ai
9. Konduko

10. Largo
11. oSkope Media
12. ScorePad
13. Sir Prise & Lady Buyentur für Konzeption 

und Kreation Scharlé und Scharlé
14. SmartWall (SwissPay)
15. Swissdox AG

Entertainment
1. AELER Technologies
2. Archlet
3. Arviem
4. Assaia
5. Avrios
6. AXON VIBE AG
7. DACOSOFT AG
8. Daedalean
9. KEMARO

10. Kizy Tracking
11. LOSTnFOUND
12. Nexxiot
13. Onedot
14. Parquery
15. Spezial

1. Contovista
2. CyQuant
3. Glassnode
4. Helvengo
5. indagia
6. Insur-Online
7. Integration Alpha
8. KORE Technologies
9. Perils

10. PFXS ltd.
11. RobecoSAM
12. Sentifi
13. Solvency Analytics
14. Sustema
15. Vestun
16. Virtual i Technologies
17. ZENAI

Logistic & Transportation

Sources: DKA Database

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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Recruitment & HR
1. CM Profiling
2. FLOWIT
3. JANZZ.technology
4. JobsMarkt
5. Nexthink
6. OrganizationView
7. p-soft
8. PANDY AI
9. Pulse Solution

10. Silp
11. Talent4GIG AG
12. Vima

Virtual Assistant & Chatbots

Note: Category "Others" signifies highly specialized industries, including AgTech, 
Image & Face Recognition, EdTech, RegTech, etc.
Sources: DKA Database

Others

1. aiaibot
2. Beratics
3. BrandFort
4. Logic Flow
5. MOOST
6. Push.ai LLC
7. Spitch
8. TELAG AG
9. The Trip Boutique

1. AgFlow
2. Agrinorm
3. AI Benchmark
4. AI Business School
5. Aicatech AI
6. Apagom AG
7. BioID
8. Caplena
9. Casper API

10. Catalyx
11. CogniPet
12. Creativ ID
13. Decentlab
14. Diso AG
15. EcoCloud
16. ecoRobotix
17. FinalSpark
18. Flury & Giuliani
19. Gamaya
20. geolog ch
21. Imina Technologies
22. INFOFORM SA
23. ipQuants AG
24. ips niffeler
25. Joaquin Fernandez
26. Kemiex
27. KeyLemon
28. Kirker & Cie

29. Kistler
30. Kleinstein Visualisierte Messsysteme
31. LatticeFlow
32. Legartis
33. Lifelike Interaction
34. Magma Learning
35. Medotics AG
36. n'cloud.swiss AG
37. NVISO
38. ONEDAY
39. PanAcon AG
40. PXL Vision
41. reByte
42. recapp
43. SAOS
44. Schaffhausen Institute of Technology
45. Seervision
46. SkAD Labs
47. SmartBreed
48. Starmind
49. Swiss Academic Software
50. Swiss Data Science Center
51. Swisslex Swiss legal database AG
52. Thymio
53. Urban Blue
54. ViSSee
55. WECHEER
56. Witronic AG

AI Companies in Switzerland by Category

https://mindmaps.dka.global/ai-in-swiss-q4-2021-categories
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of which 640 MAS/MBA students (incl. teaching diploma)

of which 4,320
Doctoral students

33.2%
women

from121
countries

23,420
students

ETH AI Center

Sources: ETH Zurich 27Deep Knowledge Analytics and SwissCognitive

The ETH AI Center is part the ETH efforts in the European Laboratory for Learning and Intelligent System (ELLIS). ELLIS is a pan- European nonprofit 
organization for the promotion of artificial intelligence with a focus on machine learning. The organization's goal is to establish top AI research 
institutes, strengthen basic research and create a European PhD programme for AI.

Areas of Impact

AI for Good & 
Sustainability

Augmented Reality 
& Human-Centered 

AI

Digital Health & 
Medical AI

Industrial & 
Manufacturing

AI in Education & 
Future of Work

Finance & 
LegalTech & Digital 

Services

Robotics & 
Autonomous 

Systems

AI in the Sciences & 
Engineering

Retail & Smart 
Cities & Mobility

AI Theory, Foundations, Methods and Systems

https://ethz.ch/en.html
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AI Influencers

https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global


AI Influencers in Switzerland

Andrea Emilio 
Rizzoli
IDSIA
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Afke Schauten
AI Bridge by 

Building Bridges 
GmbH

Andreas Krause
ETH Zurich

Andy Fitze
Swiss Cognitive

Ann Aerts
Novartis 

Foundation

Aurélien Rizk
InterAx Biotech

Christine Durinx
Swiss Institute of 

Bioinformatics

Cristian 
Grossmann
Beekeeper

Dalith 
Steiger-Gablinger

SwissCognitive

Dario Floreano
LIS at EPFL

David Eberle
Typewise

Dr. Alexander Ilic
ETH AI Center

Dr. Dorothea Baur
Baur Consulting 

AG



AI Influencers in Switzerland
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Dr. Heike Riel
IBM Research

Francis Baud
SGAICO

Franziska Klebon
Microsoft

Ignacio Barrios 
Baños

Kido Dynamics

Isabelle Rottmann
Uplyfe

Joël Winteregg
NetGuardians

Jurgen 
Schmidhuber

IDSIA

Jurgi Camblong
SOPHiA 

GENETICS

Kamales Lardi
Lardi & Partner 

Consulting

Luuk van Dijk
Daedalean

Marcel Poser
Screening Eagle 

Technologies

Marcel Salathé
EPFL



AI Influencers in Switzerland
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Marisa Tschopp
scip AG

Pascal Kaufmann
Mindfire

Prof. Effy Vayena
ETH Zurich

Ron Appel
Swiss Institute of 

Bioinformatics

Roland Siegwart
ASL at ETH

Ruslan 
Asfandiyarov

DeepTechConsult

Simon Tuck
livealytics

Sophie 
Achermann
alliance F

Spiros Margaris
Margaris Ventures

Tej Tadi
MindMaze

Umberto 
Michelucci

Google 
Developers
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AiCon - Amazing AI Innovations

AiCon, the festival for AI innovations, will be held on 1 and 2 
December 2021. At the attractive networking dinner on 1 
December 2021, the Canton of Schwyz and its partners will 
welcome 60 guests from politics, business, research and society 
and present the Global AI Award for special achievements in the 
field of AI for the first time. The conference day on 2 December 
2021 will enable the 300 visitors to benefit from presentations 
and breakout sessions dedicated to the breakthroughs in AI and 
their practical implications for the Swiss economy.

For the first time, the Swiss AI Index will offer a systematic 
approach to assessing the use of AI technology by companies in 
Switzerland. It will demonstrate how established companies, 
start-ups and research institutions are dealing with the new 
technology and illustrate the areas in which AI is already being 
used successfully.

Gold Partners:

Another programme highlight will be the presentation of the Swiss AI Award by AI 
pioneer Pascal Kaufmann. Following the successful launch last year, prizes will 
again be awarded for the most promising and innovative Swiss AI start-ups. The 
biggest start-up and tech awards have come together to present the 
Switzerland-wide AI Award. The Global AI Award will honour a personality who has 
been instrumental in shaping the field of AI on a global level over the past year and 
contributed to the understanding of the essence of the subject matter.

December 1-2
2021

‘AiCon brings together the most important AI players in Switzerland. It pools the forces of this highly important technology of the future and shows 
where this exciting journey will lead.’ - Guy Parmelin, Federal Councillor, Head of the Department of Economic Affairs, Education and Research.

https://ai-con.ch/
https://ai-con.ch/
https://ai-con.ch/
https://ai-con.ch/
https://ai-con.ch/
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Business Cases of the AI Implementation

https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
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AT Swiss Ventures: About

Headquarters - Vaud, Switzerland

Sources: AT Swiss Ventures

AT Swiss Ventures is a Swiss-based venture capital community that 
invests in early stage technology start-ups, emerging firms which have 
high growth potential, have demonstrated high growth, and provide 
services to VC and start-ups ecosystem.

Its investment strategy focuses on start-ups headquartered in 
Switzerland and Western Europe. AT Swiss Venture also enables the 
selected ventures to scale-up by providing unique value propositions and 
Go-to-Market expansions. Additionally, they offer financial and 
operational advisory, selected expertise, and access to investors, 
start-ups, and SMEs to help them accelerate through each step of their 
ventures.

The mission is to support both investors and most promising 
entrepreneurs to build world-class technology companies.

Investment Themes

FinTech AI/ML DeepTech

SaaS Marketplace New Enterprise

https://atswiss.vc/
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In data-driven decisions and management

AT Swiss Ventures: Kido Dynamics Case Study

Kido Dynamics: AI and the predictability of human behaviour 

Industries:

Smart Cities

Smart Mobility

Location Intelligence

Smart Tourism

 Kido Dynamics can assist:

Public 
Administrations

Retail 
BusinessesCity Planners

Tourist 
Operators

Engineering 
Firms

Real State 
Players

Kido Dynamics is analysing billions of events in the mobile phone 
network to have a collective view of our behaviour when we 
commute, travel, or visit places, and is training AI to predict what 
millions of people will do with high accuracy. 

What?

Algorithms automatically and efficiently extract the most relevant 
information from telecom operator data, with a fully General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance technology. 

How?

Good quality, inclusive travel data are needed to portray existing 
situations and to help identify problems related to the operation 
of today’s increasingly complex mobility ecosystem where 
current solutions just focus on a limited set of users such as 
micromobility or ride hailing. 

Why?

Sources: AT Swiss Ventures; Kido Dynamics

https://atswiss.vc/
https://www.kidodynamics.com/
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Typewise’s technology is operational and 
rolled out through their mobile app to over 
350,000 users worldwide.

The 2nd generation will integrate 
sentence prediction, releasing it 
as an API. 

The 3rd generation will also 
include voice support.

AT Swiss Ventures: Typewise Case Study

Typewise developed “Text Prediction” 
technology that, with the help of AI, Machine 
Learning, and Natural-Language Processing, 
performs correction and completion of words 
and entire sentences on mobile and desktop 
applications. Existing solutions though often 
come at a price of privacy as many services are 
cloud-based. 
Typewise develops world-class Text Prediction 
technology, which runs on-device and, thus, 
protects user privacy. Their highly compressed 
and performant model also uses significantly 
less energy than comparable solutions, reducing 
the carbon footprint of their users.

Typewise designed their AI in such a way 
that it can learn from the user entirely on the 
device without the need for text data (which 
can be very sensitive/confidential) to be 
transmitted to our servers for analysis. 
Because it runs on device alone, it needs to 
be extremely performant and small (e.g., for 
web-based applications).

Good privacy policies are not enough but 
not sending data from the device to the 
cloud gives the only true protection. So, 
building on-device AI tech that does not 
send data to the cloud will enable many 
more privacy-focused use cases while 
enjoying the benefits of AI.

No Full Network Access

No Exact GPS Location

No Storage Access

No Identity Access

No Contact Access

No Camera Access

Sources: AT Swiss Ventures; Typewise

Cloudless Private

https://atswiss.vc/
https://www.typewise.app/
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Functionality

Headquarters - Zurich, Switzerland

Industries

Daedalean: About

Daedalean is building autonomous piloting software systems for civil 
aircraft of today and advanced aerial mobility of tomorrow.

The company employs 50+ people, including eight PhDs and seven 
pilots, with expertise from the fields of machine learning, robotics, 
computer vision, path planning as well as aviation-grade 
software-engineering and certification. The offices are located in Zürich, 
Switzerland, and Riga, Latvia.

Daedalean develops software for autonomous piloting systems, aiming 
at eventually creating an AI-pilot that will outperform human pilots in all 
their functions. Currently, Daedalean partners with renowned avionics 
manufacturers to develop, test, certify and bring to the market the 
first-ever machine learning-based avionics systems which will serve as 
additional pilot aid in the cockpit. Daedalean technologically enables 
changes called by economic and industrial needs, continues a historical 
trend of growth in aviation.

Visual traffic 
detection

Visual 
Positioning

Visual Landing 
Guidance

Noticing all fixed wing, 
rotorcraft and drones 

Camera-based 
navigation

Landing guidance for 
VTOL and aircraft

Commercial Air 
Transport

General 
Aviation

Large 
UAV

eVTOL, aerial 
mobility

Sources: daedalean.ai

https://daedalean.ai/tpost/zkhc162ju1-visual-positioning-system-vps-whats-unde
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The information extracted 
by VPS software from the 
visual input is sufficient to 
provide data for landing 
guidance, advising a pilot 
on the distance and angle 
to the nearest landing 
runway. 

During flight, the system 
defines their positions in 
three dimensions using the 
WGS84 coordinate frame, 
serving as a redundant 
source of navigation data 
in the GPS-denied 
situations. 

Daedalean’s Visual Positioning System (VPS) - creates a map 
and localises itself on it within a global coordinate frame, based 
on visual input from a camera installed on aircraft
● the system defines their positions in three dimensions, using 

visual features
● VPS neural network recognises features to be used as 

landmarks, and binds coordinates to them
● The result is a data map which is processed and updated 

during survey flights

Technology

● Autonomous piloting systems and pilot aid at the normal 
General Aviation operations.

● Reducing the dependency on human pilots and qualification 
needs

● Enhancing safety in air transportation, relieving pilots from the 
tasks where the human vision is less reliable

Objectives

Daedalean: Case Study

One of the skills of human pilots Daedalean is replicating to achieve the real autonomous flight is the ability to navigate based purely on 
vision, without relying on GPS or even stereo cameras.

Sources: daedalean.ai

https://daedalean.ai/tpost/zkhc162ju1-visual-positioning-system-vps-whats-unde
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Medical 
Devices

Consumer  Elec
tronics

Artificial 
Intelligence Data Science

Nuclear 
Energy

Renewable 
Energy

IT 
Infrastructure

Machine 
Learning

AerospaceDefence Software Hardware

Headquarters - Lausanne, Switzerland

Areas of Activity

DeepTech Consult: About

Sources: linkedin

DeepTechConsult gives guidance to starting entrepreneurs with 
brilliant ideas. They help SMEs grow by taking an existing product 
to the next level and finding a larger client base. They bring a fresh 
outlook to the R&D approaches of corporations, suggesting 
technological improvements and new methodologies. 

DeepTechConsult knows the way with AI and the application of 
data science, the development of software and IT infrastructures, 
and new hardware solutions to optimise processes and products.

DeepTechConsult connects companies to the sector where the 
innovation is already in use. DeepTechConsult identifies 
substantial scientific and engineering advances that fit the 
particular company. Their purpose is to fast-forward the R&D 
process and streamline the innovation projects. 

Identifying 
substantial scientific 

and engineering 
advances

Understanding 
needed 

technological 
innovation 

Creating the ideal 
circumstances for 

the implementation 

Fast-forwarding of R&D process and streamlining innovation projects

Technological Solutions

Algorithm of the R&D Improvement 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/deep-tech-consult/about/
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DeepTech Consult: Case Study

Sources: reliasol.ai

Special Role of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

The collection and processing of vast amounts of data, modelling, and 
the construction of accurate predictive models will be of key importance 
to separate signals from noise and help companies shift towards 
Precision and Personalised Medicine. This change will fundamentally 
redesign the economics of the industry and the business models with 
the focus moving away:

Fundamental Changing

caring for patients, 
managing, and responding to 
their illnesses

from
Predictive, Preventive, 
Personalised, and 
Participatory (P4) Medicine

to

While medical technology companies and pharmaceutical companies 
will continue to offer incremental improvements in technologies for 
diagnosis and treatment of various conditions as well as new 
innovations, the most novel ideas are likely to come from the outside. 
The increasingly widespread availability of cheap, reliable, and 
accurate hardware means that the potential for continuous monitoring 
of a person’s health has become more feasible than ever and requires 
less and less visits to medical professionals. The increasing focus of 
large software and hardware companies on the health-care market 
(Google, Apple, Withings, etc.) illustrates that an ever-increasing 
portion of healthcare expenditure in this century will no longer be 
allocated to traditional players in this industry. Meanwhile the influx 
of investment into a variety of Longevity projects targeting gene 
editing already hint at the long-term direction, in which the industry is 
headed.

cheap mass production of 
products that target groups 
of the population

from

highly individualised 
solutions and therapies (e.g. 
customised 3D-printed 
orthopaedics implants)

to

∂

More than ever, successful innovation and R&D in 
this industry will require teams with 
multidisciplinary experience that can combine 
solutions from a variety of disciplines and 
industries in order to develop and offer the next 
generation of products for the healthcare industry.

https://reliasol.ai/case-study-predictive-maintenance-strategy-for-the-generating-unit/
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Headquarters - Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Portfolio

ICOS Capital: About

Sources: Icos Capital

ICOS Capital is a professional venture and growth capital investment 
firm with combined experience of over 50 years of investing over €100 
million in over 40 European technology companies.

Icos Capital differentiates itself as an operational Venture Capital firm 
after having directed numerous success stories, with over 75 years of 
hands-on experience and 12 exits through M&A and IPOs.

Icos Capital has strategic partnership with major corporations that see 
value in being at the forefront of the development and dissemination of 
CleanTech innovations both for capital gains and to substantiates 
strategic and corporate social responsibility objectives. These strategic 
alliances provide Icos Capital with preferred access to the corporations’ 
extensive global networks and considerable knowledge base.

Icos Capital is active member of Invest Europe, the pan-European private 
equity and venture capital association, and NVP, the Dutch private equity and 
venture capital association. 

Business Ethics

1. Highest quality in research, due diligence by technologists, sector 
experts and collaborative partners.

2. Investing in the best people driven to make their venture the best in 
business.

3. Work with portfolio companies, corporate partners and our network 
to make each venture financially and sustainability wise successful.

4. Sustainable profitability in line with expectations from top tier 
venture capital funds.

5. Determined and passionate about its mission to bring new solutions 
for sustainability of human beings and the environment.

Memberships

Choice for a Healthy 
fiber-rich diet

Safer Industrial 
Testing

Chickpea Protein 
Revolution

Technology to 
Achieve Net ZERO

Proven Ingredients 
for Health

No one goes 
Thirsty

Biosurfactants 
to market

AI based Operational 
Solution

Know 
Your Land

Augmented 
Intelligence

Nature-based Health 
Ingredients

CO2 to Renewable 
Chemicals

Dutch Solar 
Panels

https://www.icoscapital.com/
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The predictive diagnostics system in the form of the ReliaSol Intelligence 
Maintenance System (RSIMS) platform, based on Artificial Intelligence, uses early 
signalling by anomalies models of operating conditions deviating from normal 
conditions for faster diagnostics than traditional devices.

Implementation of Predictive Maintenance strategy for the generating unit at Tauron 
Wytwarzanie

To ensure a stable and uninterrupted level of energy 
supply.

Task

ICOS Capital: ReliaSol Case Study

Sources: reliasol.ai

The predictive diagnostics system 
used approx. 180 measurements, 
supplying one hierarchical model 
that predicts eight types of 
failures.

The model locates one of the 
types of failure in six potential 
sectors of the boiler. 

The results of the prediction are 
presented in the internal desktop.

Supervising the remaining critical 
devices.

Models monitor the current technical conditions of critical machines, provide 
information about work anomalies, and predict events such as vibrations 
anomalies or rapid increases of temperatures.

Failures of installations can cause weeks of unplanned 
downtime and, consequently, huge financial losses 
caused by the need to remove the effects of failures and 
loss of revenues, e.g., from the provision of a system 
service Operational Power Reserve (ORM).

Issue

To minimise the number and consequences of failures in 
the generating unit (460 MW) at the Łagisza power plant.

Objective

To develop a predictive model for detecting failures that 
cause downtime in the installation. An additional 
challenge was the need to locate damaged places.

Solution Result:

https://reliasol.ai/case-study-predictive-maintenance-strategy-for-the-generating-unit/
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ICOS Capital: Squirro Case Study

Sources: squirro 

A powerful platform empowering analysts, citizen data scientists, and data scientists. The Squirro App Studio augments search technology with 
Artificial Intelligence to deliver relevant and context-aware insights. It applies relevancy methods to describe, discover, organise, and analyse data.

Unify
Aggregate any type of disparate data 
source

Gather Act

Enrich and Relate 
● Entity extraction;
● PDF extraction; 
● E.g., authors, topics, and mentions;
● Access control;
● Knowledge graph.

Understand
● AI-driven pattern and 

concept detection;
● E.g., related documents, 

topical areas (communities).

Access
● Powerful cognitive search;
● Faceted search;
● Community-based access;
● Most mentions.

Gather Understand Act

Cloud / On-Prem – Security – Multi-Instance

Cloud / On-Prem – Security – Multi-Instance

Data Sources
● >15 internal and external 

data sources;
● Various data formats.

Analyse
AI-Driven Pattern and Concept 
Detection 

Recommend
Actionable Insights and next best 
actions

Understand

https://squirro.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Squirro_5_UseCase_StudioApp.pdf
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Major drug discovery AI companies aim to develop a unified AI 
architecture covering all steps from drug discovery to 
development. InterAx platform is building on the current gap of 
intracellular pathways analysis and leverages its unique datasets 
and mathematical models to reveal critical drug properties and 
design novel drug candidates which induce specific cellular 
responses.

Proprietary 
modelling

Better prediction of 
in vivo effects

Optimise hit‑to‑lead 
identification

Headquarter - Villigen, Switzerland

Sources: InterAx Biotech

InterAx Biotech: About

InterAx deciphers and guides the optimization of drug effects on 
intracellular pathways – one of the least understood “black boxes” 
in biology, and a significant point of failure for new medicines.

Main focus of the company are G Protein-Coupled Receptors 
(GPCRs) – the largest group of drug targets, accounting for more 
than 30% of all approved drugs. The company generates its own 
quality-controlled experimental data using real-time cellular assays. 
The data are analysed with proprietary mathematical models to 
determine mechanistic parameters of cell signalling activation. 
These parameters are fed into fit-for-purpose deep learning 
algorithms trained in drug chemistry, allowing to design drugs which 
are most effective in reaching desired and avoiding undesired 
cellular responses, thus reducing the risk of drug failure. 

The AI architecture established at InterAx paves new way to 
generate in vivo-like systems biology knowledge and directly 
incorporate it into intelligent workflows at the early stages of 
drug development, thereby designing and selecting more 
efficient and safer drugs.

https://interaxbiotech.com/
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InterAx systems biology and AI platform computationally designed a set of novel drug 
candidates for an anti-asthma target, which were then synthesised and experimentally 
proven to show high efficacy of B2AR activation on a specific signalling pathway.

Sources: InterAx Biotech

Artificial Intelligence Industry in Switzerland 

InterAx Biotech: Case Study

Of all drug discovery programs entering clinical 
development, 90% fail – primarily due to limited 
biological characterisation of drug candidates, which 
manifests in unexpected efficacy and/or toxicity issues. 

Issue

The InterAx real-time experimental assays on live cells 
and systems biology modelling recreates a part of the in 
vivo biological complexity already during in vitro studies. 
This characterisation of drug effects on cellular 
signalling allows to select drug molecules that are less 
likely to show unexpected physiological responses later 
on, and, thus, have a higher chance to succeed in animal 
and human studies. 

Solution

The union of systems biology and AI enables InterAx 
technology to guide the design of new chemical entities 
with desired biological signalling parameters. 

Tool

Select a set of 20+ novel B2AR 
binders with a reasonably diverse set 
of chemical structures. 

The neural network predicts what 
downstream cellular signalling 
would be expected from each drug 
candidate.

The showcase successfully 
validated that training 
machine-learning algorithms on 
systems biology data enables 
discovery of drug candidates with 
desired signalling properties.

Screening the 230M-compound 
ZINC15 database using ligand-based 
“shallow” machine-learning 
algorithms

The network encouragingly shows 
an average 0.69 and maximum 0.85 
prediction accuracy on the test set 
predictions of five different 
mechanistic parameters of B2AR 
signalling activation.

The advanced “systems biology AI” 
workflows and corresponding deep 
neural networks analyse the dynamic 
3D behaviour of B2AR receptor upon 
binding of these novel drug 
candidates.

https://interaxbiotech.com/
https://www.dka.global/ai-in-switzerland-2021-q3
https://www.dka.global/ai-in-switzerland-2021-q3
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Trusted by Venue Managers and the MICE Industry

Headquarters - Zug, Switzerland 

Partners

livealytics: About

Sources: livealytics 

livealytics provides analytics and IoT for measuring and 
benchmarking the performance of live marketing activities, trade 
shows, and retail spaces. The sensor solution is Plug&Play. Data, 
analysis, and KPIs are immediately available. Comparable 
standards and KPIs allow for benchmarking of similar activity 
types and provide a basis for performance assessments and 
scoring across locations.

livealytics products and services provide organisations with easily 
comprehensible data visualisations to get insights into 20+ KPIs 
such as visitor traffic, conversion rates, or dwell time.

livealytics offers solutions for MICE, retail, health, and safety 
industries as well as solutions for the live events and promotions 
and COVID-19 cloud counter.

Research

Technology

https://www.livealytics.com/
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Crucial to visitor frequency measurement is developing an understanding of key 
performance indicators. A useful dashboard focuses on precisely these factors – 
absolute visitor numbers are a red herring. Various technologies are available for 
collecting data. But the WiFi measurement approach stands out for its simplicity and 
versatility. In particular, the PoC successfully demonstrated the feasibility and 
advantages of using WiFi sensors for data collection and data-driven decision-making 
in retail environments.

Some 34 WiFi sensors were installed on an area of 
1500m2 and collected and processed over 1.7 billion 
data points during the 5-month proof of concept (PoC). 
In addition to installing aroma diffusers, the Swiss 
supermarket Migros conducted various sales 
promotions and changed its product range.

Method

Store Visitors

Zone Visitors

Bounces

Interactions

livealytics: Case Studies

Sources: blog.livealytics

livealytics implemented their solution in a PoC in SportXX in Bülach, Switzerland, 
from August 2020 to mid-January 2021.
Migros wanted to measure customer behaviour in the sales area of a SportXX branch to get 
insights into the impact of different marketing and sales measures.

Interaction Rate
Interaction / Zone Visitors

In-store Engagement
Zone Visitors / Store Visitors

Bounce Rate
Bounces / Zone Visitors

To determine the impact of different ambient scents on 
customers' behaviour.

Task

Conclusion

Of the four scents tested, only one had a significant 
positive effect;
SportXX online store was able to positively 
influence customer flow by placing a sales 
promotion in a product range;
Repositioning the products on display in 
a store area did not trigger significant customer 
behaviour change.

Key Results

https://blog.livealytics.com/on-the-scent-of-fresh-data
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Headquarters - Zug & Pfaeffikon, Switzerland

Core Pillars

Mindfire Foundation: About

Sources: Mindfire.global; blog.singularitynet

Mindfire brings great minds together to create human-level AI for 
humankind. Their global, multidisciplinary community of talented 
individuals spans fields ranging from computer science to mathematics, 
physics, neuroscience, robotics, and beyond.

Established in 2017, the Mindfire Foundation is a non-profit organisation 
based in Switzerland, the cradle of international cooperation and home to 
many of the world's leading scientific, environmental, and economic 
organisations. Mindfire reflects the country’s values of responsibility and 
trust, and builds on Switzerland’s proven track record as a hub for 
ground-breaking science, technology, and philanthropy.

Mindfire invites and unites a powerful network of global AI-enthusiasts to 
collaboratively solve some of the world's most complex challenges in 
their Lab-42. Mindfire has expanded operations by adding more legal 
entities, forming the Mindfire Group as of 2020.

Talent

AI Services

AI Education

Select and develop a talent pool of young 
AI-Enthusiasts and the leading  minds in AI.

Build a decentralised hub for AI services.

Create, curate, and implement practical  
courses and lectures in AI.

Human-level AI
Slogan: «For Humankind»

AI that places the interests of  
humanity first.

Inclusive AI        
Inviting and uniting a broad 

multidisciplinary community of 
creative minds.

Collaboration & Activities

https://www.mindfire.global/
https://blog.singularitynet.io/singularitynet-partners-with-the-mindfire-foundation-6baed4572cea
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Mindfire builds the AI-League, a 
decentralized global AI-fusion 
incubator based on games 
geared towards assembling 
“robots” that can solve 
challenges. The AI League is 
accessible to millions of gamers 
world-wide. Game level become 
more and more complex and 
require teamwork, ultimately 
developing ever more powerful 
general AI.

Lab-42 is the global AI-Lab where 
selected Citizen Scientists from 
all over the world learn to build 
human-level AI that is able to 
solve humanity’s challenges. 
Lab-42  operates the AI League 
and builds VICO. Lab-42 is a 
real-world lab with an inner core 
of ~80 Citizen Scientists, 
coordinating potentially millions 
of Citizen Scientists, globally. 

Following the design principles 
of embodied intelligence, 
Mindfire builds a virtual 
companion called VICO. VICO 
shall assist humans in creating 
new solutions to current and 
completely novel scientific 
challenges. 

Mindfire Foundation: Collective Intelligence Platform

VICOAI Gamification Lab-42

Sources: platform.mindfire.global

By gamifying AI and uniting millions of gamers towards unsolved challenges in AI, Mindfire will have the 
power to build an embodied companion called VICO. VICO is created by the Lab-42 and will be build to 
generate solutions to current and future challenges of humankind.

Mindfire Has One Goal:

How Does It Work?

to create human-level AI for humankind

The collaboration between 
Mindfire and several 
governmental institutions and 
businesses focuses  on three 
key areas:

Collaboration

Monitor Maintain a global Index 
on progress in AI

Qualify

Educate

Host Switzerland’s 
national AI Award

Coordinate dialogue 
with the public on AI

https://platform.mindfire.global/how-it-works
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Hardware Partners

R&D - Grants

Headquarters - Zurich, Switzerland

Partners

Mindset Technologies: About

Mindset Technologies improves performance and enables higher safety in 
different industries by taking psychophysiological measurements, 
especially from the eyes, which are strongly correlated with cognitive 
activity, leveraging leading high-resolution AR/VR hardware.
They apply cognitive analytics insights derived from across industries in 
their medical research activities. These aim at early diagnosing 
neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental diseases like Alzheimer’s, 
Parkinson’s, Autism and ADHD. Currently, activities related to use cases in 
high-performance industries like racing, Esports, defense as well as 
safety-critical ones like automotive and aviation are addressed.
Mindset Technologies leverages specialists with decades of experience 
across domains. Their team members are located in Switzerland, 
Germany, Austria and Taiwan.
Company  vision: Saving lives and increasing performance taking brain 
biofeedback to new levels via non-invasive cognitive monitoring, 
combining neuroscientific algorithms, machine vision and data analytics.

Sources: Mindset Technologies

http://www.mindset-technologies.at/
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Mindset Technologies: Case Study

Sources: mindset-technologies

Similar to a heart-rate monitor, timely feedback 
on attention is provided. This is achieved by 
recognizing individual attention patterns as well 
as benchmarking across verticals.

Functionality

Mindset Technologies’ patented neuroscientific 
algorithms, provide cognitive biofeedback in a 
non-invasive way in environments where lives 
are at risk or efficiency is critical for success.

Solution

Unpredictable drops in attention and fluctuating 
mental performance occurs across industries. 
This has implications on high-performance 
environments as well as safety-critical fields.
In the medical domain, neurodegenerative and 
neurodevelopmental diseases are on the rise.

Problem

Aviation 
flight simulator training, air traffic control

Mobility 
trains, busses, trucks, (self-driving) cars

Military applications 
soldier helmets, drone and jet pilots

Gaming / E-sports / (virtual) racing
talent assessment, scenario training

Sports goalkeeper training

Use Cases
Currently the product is facing only indirect 
competition (current solutions have no 
prediction functionality, they only assess 
status quo of fatigue). Our patent, domain 
expertise and cross-industry datasets 
provide additional entry barriers for new 
market entrants.

Competition

● Thanks to advances in camera sensitivity and processing power the patent conceptualized 
by our CEO and Chief Neuroscientist has now become feasible to implement in the field

● Trend to VR/AR and gamification is ideal for behavioural data collection (headsets)
● Self-measurement is a growing trend (e.g. fitbit , health apps), brain signals will be a further 

milestone on the road to the ‘quantified self’

Why now?

http://www.mindset-technologies.at/
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Artificial Intelligence Industry in Switzerland 

Switzerland Innovation: About

Headquarters - Bern, Switzerland

Switzerland Innovation, the Swiss innovation park, provides a platform 
for company’s R&D team to network with leading thinkers from the world 
of academia, industry partners, and pioneering start-ups. 

Switzerland Innovation gives access to the expertise of world-leading 
universities, among them the prestigious Swiss federal institutes of 
technology ETH Zurich and EPFL. 

“Switzerland Innovation facilitates collaboration between 
companies, start-ups, and universities to find solutions to 
some of the world’s most pressing challenges.” 
Raymond Cron, CEO of Switzerland Innovation

Research Partners

Federalism is the basis for the Swiss success model, which is why 
Switzerland Innovation comprises several regional sites for 
research and innovation. International companies are attracted to 
the overall potential of an area. A successful innovation site in 
Switzerland must therefore:

network and pool its 
strengths

ensure quality 
above all else

create a unified 
public image

Sources: Switzerland Innovation; The Business Report: Switzerland; Factsheet Switzerland Innovation 

https://www.dka.global/ai-in-switzerland-2021-q3
https://www.dka.global/ai-in-switzerland-2021-q3
https://www.switzerland-innovation.com
https://www.switzerland-innovation.com
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Switzerland Innovation: Case Study

Academic Excellence
Collaboration with 
world-class academic 
partners;
Easy access to the best 
talents and researchers

Start-Ups
Finding exciting high-tech 
start-ups and spin-offs

Industry Partners
Exchanging ideas and 
forging partnerships with 
R&D teams from top 
international companies

Innovation Services
Industrial liaison officers
to help R&D staff to maximise 
their opportunities

Infrastructure
~200,000m² of high-end laboratories, 
offices, conference rooms, and 
coworking spaces

Benefits for a Technology-Driven Company Sending 
R&D Team to Switzerland

Sources: Switzerland Innovation; The Business Report: Switzerland; Factsheet Switzerland Innovation 

Innovation Parks

What is in for the Company 
at Switzerland Innovation?

Top-Ranking Universities
and Academic Partners

➔ Collaboration with 
world-class academic 
partners

➔ Access to the best talents 
and researchers

Pioneering Start-Ups
and Spin-Offs

➔ Access to academic 
knowledge at a high 
technology readiness level 

World-Leading 
Industry Partners

➔ Exchange ideas and forge 
partnerships with R&D 
teams from top 
international companies

https://www.switzerland-innovation.com
https://www.switzerland-innovation.com
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SIB data scientists and biocurators also support AI-driven projects by 
creating open access biological knowledge bases that capture our 
current understanding of biology in ways that machines can 
understand and reason over, such as UniProtKB, the Universal Protein 
Knowledgebase. 

Identifying new therapeutic indications for a molecule is another 
example of venture where AI can be leveraged in combination with a 
deep understanding of the underlying biological mechanisms 
involved. Together with Addex Therapeutics, we apply computational 
approaches, including deep learning and molecular modelling, to 
identify new therapeutic indications.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics: Case Study

Sources: SIB - Data scientists for life

Being able to quickly and accurately characterize the various cell 
types and morphological features present in a tumour can help 
clinicians with their prognosis and guide treatment decisions in 
cancer patients. 

What?

Together with Lunaphore and the Geneva University Hospitals (HUG), 
our teams are developing an integrative solution for the phenotypic 
analysis of tumors powered by automated multiplex staining, image 
analysis and machine learning. 

Who?

The solution will provide a major leap towards the analysis and 
generation of biomarkers for routine diagnostic usage in clinical 
pathology.

Why?

∂

Applications of ML techniques abound in Swiss 
bioinformatics, with one message cutting across: the 
importance of good data science based on domain 
expertise and of the interaction between human and 
machine intelligence. 

Funded by:

Supporting Image Analytics in Cancer Diagnosis

Innosuisse - Swiss 
Innovation Agency

Enabling Drug Repurposing

Creating Machine-Readable Knowledge

http://www.sib.swiss
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SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics: About

The SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics is an internationally 
recognized non-profit organization dedicated to biological and 
biomedical data science. It is present in the main academic institutions 
of Switzerland and leads numerous national and international projects 
with a major impact on life science research and health.  

Our scientists are passionate about creating knowledge and converting 
complex questions into solutions, including immunofluorescent imagery 
analysis, drug repurposing and literature mining powered by machine 
learning. They provide essential databases and software platforms, data 
management, software engineering and biocuration services, as well as 
computational biology know-how and training. The institute delivers this 
expertise to academic groups and clinicians as well as to private 
companies. 

SIB also federates the Swiss bioinformatics community of some 800 
scientists, encouraging collaboration and knowledge sharing. It also 
cooperates with national and international institutions on research 
infrastructure matters.  

For over twenty years our institute has been keeping Switzerland at the 
forefront of innovation by fostering progress in biological research and 
enhancing health. 

Headquarters - Lausanne, Switzerland

Switzerland’s independent and not-for-profit specialist in biological 
and biomedical data science.

Sources: SIB - Data scientists for life, Illustration: Aurel Märki

http://www.sib.swiss
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1 2 3 4

Headquarters - Zurich, Switzerland

Uplyfe: About

Sources: Uplyfe

Uplyfe is an AI-enabled self-learning digital health app with 28 
unprecedented, holistic health plans to save and avoid health risk 
and cost. Insurers, corporate and medical service providers can 
coach their target groups and analyse anonymised data to better 
react on health issues. 

Health program examples: COVID-19 immune program, weight 
reduction with AI-empowered personal nutrition coaching, virtual 
check-up for mental diseases for employees in home office, 
menopause, and management of arising health risk (osteoporos, 
cardiovascular disease, and diabetes), female infertility (PCOS) 
treatment, nutritional response monitoring for 16 food 
intolerances or allergies, virtual chronic care programmes.

Precision Nutrition By Artificial Intelligence

Avoid the pitfalls of bad nutrition

Consume only foods that are good for you and only you

Smart suggestions based on your progress and your body's feedbacks

What is really good for me?

Our AI provides feedback to each meal, considering all health data available 
about you.

Let’s cook together! 

Browse our recipe library and our system adopts each recipe to your body’s 
needs.

Nutrition plans 
completely 
tailored to you and 
your situation

Integration with 
Apple HealthKit 
and Google Fit

 Nutrition traffic 
light that advises 
on what person 
can improve on

Download 
the app

BENEFITS OF UPLYFE

⎼ Nutrition plans completely tailored to you and 
your situation
⎼ full flexibility through free tracking
⎼ Nutrition traffic light that advises you on what 
you can improve on
⎼ evaluation of the tracked foods
⎼ over 800+ healthy, optimised recipes
⎼ Shopping support for your weekly plan
⎼ Integrates with Apple HealthKit and Google Fit

Precision Nutrition By Artificial Intelligence Help To:

Avoid the pitfalls of 
bad nutrition

Consume only 
foods that are good 

for the person

Get smart 
suggestions based 

on person’s 
progress and body's 

feedbacks

Evaluation of the 
tracked foods

Over 800+ 
healthy, optimised 
recipes

Shopping support 
for the weekly 
plan

Benefits of Uplyfe:

How It Works

Create a free 
account

Start a free 
weekly trial

Reach 
the goal

https://uplyfe.io
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Uplyfe Premium opens access to health 
professionals to support users when they are 
struggling.

Professional 
Guidance

Uplyfe keeps users motivated to gradually 
increase the activity. This improves mental 
and physical health and makes individual 
plans very powerful.

Activates 
You

Uplyfe AI identifies health trends: e.g., if 
blood pressure is higher than normal, the 
app will offer to reduce salt and increase 
exercise in the individual plan.

Insights

AI-optimised nutrition plans that react in real 
time to users body's signals and progress. 
The plans improve every week.

Uplyfe: Case Study

What Uplyfe Health Will Do

Personalised 
Nutrition

Uplyfe’s AI coach helps with guidance and support for nutrition, exercise, 
self-management, and potential health risks.

It starts with picking a health goal that motivates a particular user. The 
users then begin scanning food they would like to eat, and the Uplyfe AI 
coach will:

Tell how healthy this choice is and why.

Provide users with a self-cooking proposition. 

Show how large the gap for exercise and KCL is for the day. 

Help with the key self-management routines like measuring blood 
pressure and glucose level, describe the symptoms, and even tell if the 
trend for 10 biomarkers is positive.

Once Uplyfe AI has detected a suspicious pattern, users get interventions 
of a deep threshold to follow up on potential risks and get professional 
support (e.g., telemedical anamnesis or a survey to define the degree of 
mental health issues as the first step).

All data can be shared with the family doctor, caregivers, or nutritional 
specialist to close the ecosystem conveniently around the patient and 
make the data exchange easy. No other data are shared automatically. It is 
always the users’ choice to proactively share their data each time.

The app also will not make a medical diagnosis, only direct to the relevant 
parties who can deliver direct support.

Sources: mindset-technologies

http://www.mindset-technologies.at/
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AI and Swiss Government: 
Key Statements and Development Strategies

https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
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Key Digital Switzerland Strategy Insights

∂ Improving AI-related skills and competencies at all education levels and creating lifelong learning and 
reskilling opportunities for the labour force.

Fostering AI research and innovation to enhance the competitiveness of the entrepreneurial ecosystem. 
Enhancing public services through a wider adoption and use of AI applications.

Supporting (international) networks and partnerships and ensuring the exchange of information and 
knowledge between all economic and institutional players. Establishing a regulatory and ethical framework 
to ensure a trustworthy AI.

Developing a data infrastructure to fuel AI developments. Reinforcing the telecommunication infrastructure, 
in particular with respect to cybersecurity.

Sources: European Commission 

https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/ai-watch/switzerland-ai-strategy-report_en
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Security

Economy

International 
commitment

Digital Switzerland Strategy

The “Digital Switzerland” strategy provides the guidelines for 
government action and indicates where and how the authorities, 
academia, the private sector, civil society, and politics must work 
together to shape the transformation process for the benefit of 
everyone in Switzerland. 

The Action Plan is an integral part of the Digital Switzerland 
Strategy. It outlines the measures that the Federal Administration 
envisages in order to make a tangible contribution to achieving the 
Digital Switzerland strategy's goals.

The strategy has a Digital Switzerland Coordination Group and an 
Information Society Business Office. The interdepartmental Digital 
Switzerland Coordination Group coordinates the implementation 
work and the networking of Federal Administration stakeholders, 
with increased interdisciplinary cooperation within the Federal 
Administration.

In addition, in July 2017, the Federal Office of Communications 
launched the digitaldialog.swiss website to encourage a joint 
commitment to the strategy. The aim is to open a public debate 
about questions such as ethics in AI and to bring society closer 
together to collaborate on this topic.

Action Fields of the Digital Switzerland Strategy

The Action Plan includes selected measures by third parties 
outside the federal administration, which make a contribution to 
achieving the strategy’s goals. The “Digital Switzerland” strategy 
defines 41 goals in important digital areas, divided into nine fields 
of action.

Education, 
research, and 
innovation

Infrastructure

Environmental 
protection, natural 
resources, and 
energy

Data, digital 
content, and 
Artificial 
Intelligence

Political 
participation and 
e-government

Social affairs, 
healthcare, and 
culture

Sources: Digital Switzerland Strategy; European Commission - The European AI Landscape

https://www.digitaldialog.swiss/en/
https://www.digitaldialog.swiss/en/
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/communities/sites/jrccties/files/reportontheeuropeanailandscapeworkshop.pdf
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Networking the shaping of transformations

In order to exploit the opportunities associated with 
structural change and to overcome new challenges 
successfully, these must be integrated nationally and 
internationally. Switzerland can build on a position of 
strength, with particular reference to its multicultural 
character, its readiness to achieve a consensus, and 
its direct democratic processes.

Providing room for development

For Switzerland, it is crucial to have room for digital 
development in the society and economy. Political 
entities and authorities facilitate digital 
transformation as far as they are able to support it 
where necessary. Appropriate general conditions are, 
therefore, being created to this end.

Facilitating structural change

The digital transformation of existing structures 
demands a change in thinking at all federal levels and 
brings into question traditional forms of living 
together and economic activity. This strategy lays 
down the foundations for promoting the social 
cohesion of the regions and cultural diversity and for 
the resilience of infrastructures.

Putting people at the forefront

The Confederation's digital policy places people at the 
forefront of an inclusive democratic information and 
knowledge-based society. So that they can contribute 
to shaping digital society, they must be included in 
the digital transformation processes along with their 
desires and fears.

Principles 
of Digital 

Switzerland 
Strategy 

Principles of Digital Switzerland Strategy



∂

In Switzerland, citizens 
must be able to move 
within the digital world 
just as safely as in the 
real world, and they must 
be protected from digital 
abuse and unwarranted 
persecution.

The participation of all 
Switzerland's population 
in social, political, and 
economic life is being 
guaranteed in the digital 
space. The opportunities 
and perspectives 
strengthen social 
solidarity as a major pillar 
of living together.

∂

The skills of the Swiss 
population must be 
further strengthened so 
that people can 
participate competently in 
their everyday lives and in 
crisis situations, in 
digitalised political, social, 
cultural, and economic 
processes.

∂

Switzerland is creating 
the framework conditions 
for innovations and digital 
business models in such 
a way that value creation, 
economic growth, 
prosperity, and 
international exchanges 
can be strengthened in a 
long term. 

∂

Digitalisation can make a 
crucial contribution to 
Switzerland achieving its 
climate and 
environmental goals. IT 
must be used in an 
intensive and targeted 
way to reduce the 
consumption of energy 
and materials.

∂

Key Objectives of Digital Switzerland Strategy

Sources: Digitaldialog.swiss

Enabling equal 
participation for all 
and strengthening 
solidarity

Reducing the 
environmental 
footprint and energy 
consumption

Ensuring value 
creation,
growth, and 
prosperity

Continuing to 
strengthen digital 
empowerment and 
self-determination

Guaranteeing 
security, trust, and 
transparency
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https://www.digitaldialog.swiss/en/strategy/purpose
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AI and Swiss Nongovernmental Organisations

The Digital Switzerland strategy is the main AI development plan of action. It provides the guidelines for government action and indicates where and 
how the authorities, academia, the private sector, civil society, and politics must work together to shape the transformation process for the benefit of 
everyone in Switzerland. Other contributors include academic, industrial, and nongovernmental organisations.

Key Institutions of AI Development in Switzerland

With only 8.5 million inhabitants, Switzerland 
has the world's highest proportion of 
peer-reviewed scientific publications relative 
to its population.
Switzerland is host to a variety of highly 
recognised labs at universities and joint 
research institutes specialising in AI 
research such as those at ETH- Zurich 
(Autonomous Systems Lab and Max Planck 
ETHC Centre for Learning Systems), IDSIA 
research institute (Swiss AI Lab), IDIAP 
Research Institute, École Polytechnique 
Fédérale de Lausanne (Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory - LIA), and the University of Zurich 
(Department of Informatics - Artificial 
Intelligence Lab).

Switzerland has the highest number of AI 
companies per capita in Europe. With its 
broad AI start-up landscape, Switzerland has 
a small but very sustainable AI Cluster 
throughout all Swiss regions. Switzerland is 
a country with a high share of SMEs with a 
strong export-orientated business model. 
New cutting-edge technologies like AI ensure 
their global position. Switzerland serves as a 
base for various global giants. Google 
Research is based in Zurich; IBM has opened 
its first European branch of research in 
Switzerland, and Disney has chosen 
Switzerland for one of the only two 
worldwide Disney Research Labs.

SwissCognitive: the 'Global AI Hub' and a 
leading point of reference in finding answers 
to all questions that arise around Artificial 
Intelligence.
Mindfire: decoding the mind for humankind. 
Mindfire brings together the greatest world 
minds to unlock the underlying principles of 
human intelligence. 
SGAICO: brings together researchers, 
practitioners, and other parties interested in 
AI and cognitive sciences. 
Digital.Swiss: an informational platform to 
showcase the country's digital performance 
in the form of a scorecard.

Academic landscape Industrial ecosystem Nongovernmental initiatives

Sources: Ec.europa.eu

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/communities/sites/jrccties/files/reportontheeuropeanailandscapeworkshop.pdf
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AI Usage in Switzerland During COVID-19

https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
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AI Usage in Switzerland During COVID-19

Healthcare was one of the main industries which was impacted by COVID-19 and required the involvement of technologies. From the beginning of 
pandemic, the first vaccines against the coronavirus were being tested in less than 3 months. As of October 2021, some 60 potential vaccines are in 
clinical development. This paradigm shift in vaccine development was possible thanks ground-breaking technologies like Artificial Intelligence.

Sources: Swissinfo.ch, European Commission

Many of the new COVID-19 vaccines owe 
their rapid development to AI. AI and 
international scientific collaboration – 
including from Switzerland – have been 
instrumental in rapidly advancing research on 
the COVID, especially in the field of predicting 
the protein structures of SARS-CoV-2. 
Proteins provide a lot of information about 
the cells of living beings and play a central 
role in the development of effective vaccines.

Mitigation strategies for communities with 
COVID-19 transmission in Lesotho using AI 
on chest X-rays and novel rapid diagnostic 
tests (MistraL).

The Swiss Tropical and Public Health 
Institute (Swiss TPH) has a web page related 
to COVID-19 Activities at Swiss TPH and 
encompassing the use of AI and Machine 
Learning. The Swiss TPH is an associated 
institute of the University of Basel and, as a 
public organisation, is partially supported by 
the Swiss Federal Council and the Canton of 
Basel-Stadt.

In the field of vaccine strategy, AI and blockchain 
technology are seen as important tools to model 
different scenarios and predict demand for 
vaccines, manage the supply chain, and ensure 
they are distributed fairly. AI could also prove to be 
a valuable aid in identifying patients at risk of 
experiencing side effects more quickly after 
getting vaccinated.

Application of the epidemic surveillance and 
response analysis system combining 
e-health, serolomics, modelling, AI, and 
implementation research.

Providing real-time clinical data to improve risk 
assessment and response, deploying an 
established mHealth Surveillance Outbreak 
Response Management and Analysis System.

AI and New Vaccines AI and Swiss TPH AI and Vaccine Distribution

Swiss TPH Initiatives

CORESMA MistraL SORMAS

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/vaccines-and-beyond--how-ai-is-shaping-our-response-to-the-pandemic-/46290624
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/ai-watch/switzerland-ai-strategy-report_en
https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/artificial-intelligence-helps-bring-about-record-fast-vaccines/46256752
https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/artificial-intelligence-helps-bring-about-record-fast-vaccines/46256752
https://www.swisstph.ch/en/news/coronavirus/
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AI Usage by the Federal Organisations during COVID-19

Sources: Swissinfo.ch, European Commission, Swissinfo.ch

and CommunityAI Frequency of Days (%) Between the Onset of Symptoms and the 
Transmission of the COVID-19 Code

The Federal Office of Public Health launched the SwissCOVID app and 
contact tracing identifies people who have had close contact with 
people who have been infected with the coronavirus. This institutional 
page provides information about many dimensions (e.g., relevance to 
citizens, how to install) of the app as much as about its technical 
aspects (e.g., using Bluetooth and the API of Amazon and Google, 
etc.). Another digital initiative of the Federal Office of Public Health is 
the Coronavirus online check – a platform where you have to answer 
all the questions in the check. Then you will be given a 
recommendation of what to do.

AI and COVID-19 Diagnostic

Researchers at the Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL) use Artificial Intelligence to predict whether someone has coronavirus by 
analysing their coughs or breathing patterns. Coughs have been a valuable diagnostic tool for centuries. Today, being able to say whether someone 
has a tell-tell dry COVID cough or a harmless hack is a crucial – perhaps life-saving – test. In the future, this could be done digitally using the 
Coughvid smartphone app, an AI-based system. Algorithms automatically study cough recording, looking out for distinctive patterns to determine 
whether patient has a dry, persistent “COVID cough”. A diagnosis is sent back instantaneously. However, the app is not ready to market. A clinical 
validation via a trial will still be required before releasing the app to the general public.

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/vaccines-and-beyond--how-ai-is-shaping-our-response-to-the-pandemic-/46290624
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/ai-watch/switzerland-ai-strategy-report_en
https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/new-swiss-technologies-listen-out-for-covid-19/45908738
https://www.bag.admin.ch/bag/en/home/krankheiten/ausbrueche-epidemien-pandemien/aktuelle-ausbrueche-epidemien/novel-cov/swisscovid-app-und-contact-tracing.html
https://check.foph-coronavirus.ch/screening


Approaches of Using AI to Mitigate COVID-19

Observe single patients. Teach NNs to monitor biosignals, 
heart rates, breathing, coughs.

Analyse X-ray and other types of images, diagnose 
pathologies.

Find molecules that dock on the proteins of the simple 
virus to inhibit its activity like antibodies.

Partially automate drug design and use AI to advance the 
field of immunology.

Build causal models of the spread of the disease. Use NNs 
to obtain improved epidemiological models from data.

Predict future demand for limited resources (ventilators, 
doctors) to optimise logistics.

Sequence virus genomes and detect their cities of origin, 
predict where similar genomes will show up next. 

Identify groups at risk and predict results of therapies.

Detect mass behaviour and predict outbreaks and other 
consequences to build early warning systems.

The coronavirus crisis has brought an unprecedented level of worldwide scientific collaboration. AI based on Neural Networks (NNs) and Deep Learning 
can help to fight COVID-19 in many ways. The basic principle is simple. Teach NNs to detect patterns in data from viruses, patients, and others. Use 
those NNs to predict future consequences of possible actions and act to minimise damage.

How Artificial Intelligence Helps During COVID-19

Sources: Unctad

Peer-to-peer Bluetooth apps on smartphones may prevent 
potentially dangerous contacts.
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Contact-free karaoke: the music stops if one of the participants does 
not wear a mask or hold the microphone at the right distance. The 
project involves using facial recognition software to identify people 
who are not wearing face masks and to promote their use.

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its imposed distancing 
measures means touch between two people has become taboo. 
Shaking hands and hugging now seem like behaviour relegated to 
the past. A Swiss-South Korean project is trying to imagine a 
“touch-free” society that maintains a sense of “real” contact while 
remaining as risk-free as possible. This is made possible via 
intelligent interfaces based on Machine Learning.
These interfaces aim not only to encourage compliance with 
protective measures such as wearing a mask and keeping your 
distance but also to completely reinvent public spaces.
In light of the challenges posed by the pandemic, the 
Swiss-Korean research group wants to redesign public spaces, 
making our relationship with technology more acceptable and 
natural in different social contexts. 

University of Applied Sciences 
and Arts of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI) Projects

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, a Swiss-South Korean research project is attempting to make public spaces accessible again 
with contact-free interactions helped by AI

Artificial Intelligence and Contact-Free Interactions 

Sources: Unibe.ch

Mask traffic light is a traffic light system that manages the 
consumption of drinks between groups of people in bars or cafes. 

Consumer has to hold the 
mask while someone else 
in the group drinks

User can pull the mask 
down and consume 
the drink

Hongik University in Seoul
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AI and Longevity in Switzerland

https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://swisscognitive.ch/
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global
https://www.dka.global


Swiss Longevity AI Ecosystem

Swiss Longevity AI Ecosystem comprises three main elements 
— AI Centre for Longevity, AI Medical Centres, AI Centre for 
Financial Wellness.
A major component of Swiss AI for Longevity Ecosystem, 
besides cutting-edge Longevity R&D and Biomarkers of 
Longevity research and clinical translation, is a concept of 
developing AI-enabled technologies for extended wealthspan: 
financial wellness over prolonged healthspans.
Focus on Longevity is the main focus of Swiss financial 
experts and insurers due to the increase of average life 
expectancy in Switzerland and a societal appreciation for 
preventative health and healthy ageing. Many institutional 
investors seek opportunities to contribute to the development 
of the Longevity Industry in Switzerland by investing in 
AgeTech, Longevity Fintech, AI Biomedical companies, and 
start-ups. 
Main goal of the Swiss Longevity AI Ecosystem is to develop 
strong economic connections between international investors 
and local market players.

Source: Media overview 

Swiss Longevity AI Ecosystem
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Zurich Insurance has agreed a Longevity swap deal 
to cover more than $2.7 billion of pensioner 
liabilities for National Grid NG.L.The transaction 
will provide the sponsoring employer, with 
protection against the risk of rising costs as a 
result of pensioner members and their dependants 
living longer than expected.

Swiss FinTech and reinsurance company Swiss Re 
expected to support a Longevity swap deal with 
ICL Group that uses a cell structure to intermediate 
the risk transfer for the ICL Group Pension Plan, 
one of the pension schemes of Fujitsu in the UK. 
The Longevity risk swap and reinsurance 
arrangement effectively transferred risk associated 
with 9,000 members of the pension plan.

Recent Longevity Swaps by Swiss Insurance Companies

FinTech and AI in Swiss Longevity

Sources: Greater Zurich Area

Swiss financial service providers and insurers are recognising 
the boost in Artificial Intelligence development and investing in 
the promotion of AI. Greater Zurich Area — Swiss financial hub – 
has renowned several universities with a focus on AI. 

For financial service providers, there are AI applications in all 
business areas. Due to the availability of data, which can be 
analysed using AI, it might produce much more than efficiency 
gains.

Swiss Re

Zurich

Recent advances in deep learning 
enabled the development of AI systems 
that outperform humans in many tasks 
and have started to empower financial 
experts with new tools.

FinTech is one of the core areas that is 
affected by development of AI 
technologies. Moreover, FinTech 
companies actively use AI to resolve 
financial problems connected with the 
increase of human Longevity.
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AI Technologies Trending in Switzerland

AI-based symptom-and-cure 
checker uses algorithms to 
diagnose and treat illness. For 
instance, chatbot or online 
consultant listens to a 
patient’s symptoms and health 
concerns, then guides the 
patient to the correct care 
based on its diagnosis.

Machine Learning brings many 
opportunities to the health 
system by means of data-driven 
medicine that can improve 
disease prevention, prediction, 
and monitoring. Clinical trials 
benefit from Machine Learning 
in terms of time and efficiency of 
drugs candidates development.

The use of AI and Big Data 
make healthcare software, 
personalised and accurate on 
a case-by-case basis. 
AI-based preventive 
treatment aimed to detect 
potential life-threatening 
illnesses and avoid such 
conditions.

The deployment of AI can 
enable significant efficiency 
gains in Advanced Prognostics 
via optimisation of time 
engaged in the prognosis 
process. AI can predict and 
diagnose disease at a faster 
rate than most medical 
professionals.

Source: Media overview 

AI-Driven Precision 
Diagnostics

AI-Driven Advanced 
Prognostics

Machine Learning in 
Clinical Trials

AI-Driven 
Preventative 
Treatment
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Scailute discovers and develops biomarkers 
for Precision Medicine using single-cell data 
and AI. Using biomarker discovery platform 
ScaiVisionTM, the team can expose precise 
novel molecular signatures with single-cell 
insights and coordinate the entire biomarker 
development workflow end-to-end, from 
project design to an assay prototype.

Retinai develops products to make research 
and health institutions more efficient using 
latest technologies in Machine Learning, 
computer vision, and signal processing. 
Retinai builds software tools to collect, 
organise, and analyse health data from the 
eyes, empowering communities of healthcare 
professionals and patients with unique data 
analysis. 

A universal health analytics platform SOPHiA 
DDM is a global, cloud-based 
Software-as-a-Service platform. Powered by 
Artificial Intelligence, the platform provides 
a  safe, secure, and instantly accessible 
environment to generate insights across 
complex genomic and phenotypic datasets. 

AI in Healthcare and Longevity Projects

Swiss AI Companies in Healthcare and Longevity

Sources: Sophiagenetics, Retinai, Scailyte

Ophthorobotics is developing the first fully 
automated system capable of performing safe 
and precise injections into the eye for the 
efficient treatment of several chronic 
ophthalmic diseases.

Ava AG is a corporation that specialises in 
medical technology. Wearable technology, 
women’s health care, and data science 
solutions are all available through the 
company. Ava uses AI to monitor personal 
fertility cycles using Big Data analytics.

Clinerion accelerates clinical research and 
medical access for patients using proprietary 
technologies for analysis of Real World Data 
from the global patient network. Clinerion's 
Patient Network Explorer improves the 
efficiency of clinical trial recruitment.
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AI in Safety and Longevity

Longevity is based on two major factors: genetics and lifestyle. The last one is a highly plastic trait, and its components respond to physical 
environments, including safety.

Swiss AI Projects and Companies in Safety

Sources: Sedimentum, Venturelab.swiss, Domo-safety, Startup.ch

DomoSafety home care services allow our 
seniors to stay at home as long as possible 
with a good quality of life. The Artificial 
Intelligence of DomoSafety is able to detect 
specific emergency situations and worrying 
short- to long-term behavioural patterns in 
real time. It automatically informs the health 
care ecosystem surrounding the senior by 
providing a substantially increased level of 
safety and prevention.

Sedimentum is a healthcare and tech start-up 
that has developed a contactless fall detector 
based on AI software that, for example, 
understands the difference between a yoga 
exercise, a cat jumping around, and a fall 
accident. This fall detector is suitable for 
supporting and relieving the burden on 
nursing staff in psychiatric clinics, nursing 
homes for the elderly, and other third parties 
such as relatives of the elderly.

CARU is the first emergency communication 
system that combines latest sensor 
technology and elegant design. CARU is a 
smart alarm system for apartments. By using 
latest technology, it is able to notice if 
something is wrong and get help. CARU 
empowers older adults to age, enhancing 
their quality of life, and builds a sustainable 
future for an ageing society.

https://www.sedimentum.com/en/product-fall-detection/
http://www.venturelab.swiss
https://www.domo-safety.com/en/
https://www.startup.ch/CARU


Personalised Medicine
Precision Medicine consists of 
customised therapies that are 
tailored to an individual’s unique 
medical profile.

Artificial Intelligence
AI can improve machines’ 
abilities to make rational 
decisions regarding diagnosis, 
drug discovery, and more.

Therapeutics
It includes the treatment and 
prevention of diseases and 
injuries and also medical 
devices, medications, nutritional 
therapy.

Predictive Diagnostics
Combining data and experiences 
from medical professionals, 
doctors are able to move from 
a focus on treatment to 
prevention.

Foundation Focus

 Major Areas of Longevity Tech

Swiss Longevity Science Foundation

Sources: Longevity.foundation

The Longevity Science Foundation is a Swiss nonprofit 
organisation advancing the field of human Longevity by funding 
research and development of medical technologies to extend the 
healthy human lifespan, which can be 120 years or more. 
However, Longevity-focused care (medicine that treats ageing as a 
normal but treatable ailment) is rare.
The existing treatments is often expensive and only accessible to 
the highly educated and privileged. Far more life-saving treatments 
remain inaccessible to the rest of the world because they have not 
been fully researched or funded. Therefore, the long-term mission 
of the Longevity Science Foundation is to help make 
Longevity-focused care accessible to everyone, no matter their 
background, by bringing cutting-edge science on ageing out of the 
laboratory and into the mainstream.

Concept-to-Practice
The Foundation advances the 
translation from the scientific 
and tech solutions to the 
clinic/daily life, with measurable 
outcomes of Healthy Longevity.

Longevity Care for Everyone
The Foundation is accelerating 
the advancement of Longevity 
care for everyone by identifying 
these innovations and funding 
their progress.
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Therapy Clinical decisions

Research Diagnosis Patient management

Finance

Strengths of CAIM

 Areas of Hospital Activity for AI Improvement

Bern Centre for Artificial Intelligence in Medicine (CAIM)

Sources: Unibe.ch

CAIM combines cutting-edge research, engineering, and digitalisation. 
Using AI, it will develop new medical technologies to enable tailor-made 
and efficient patient care. Even now health care systems generate more 
digital data than medical professionals can evaluate. However, with 
AI-based clinical tools, key characteristics can be identified rapidly from 
a vast amount of data to assist doctors, nurses, and other medical staff 
to make more accurate diagnoses and better treatment decisions. This 
saves resources and enables clinical professionals to devote more time 
to patients.

● Bern as a medical hub has great expertise in the healthcare, 
scientific, and industry domains;

● Integration of outstanding medical research with leading 
engineering research;

● Interdisciplinary and open to industry partners and cooperation 
supported by the Swiss innovation promotion programme 
"Innosuisse".

Project of The University of Bern and The Inselspital 

Part of the Insel Gruppe’s digitalisation strategy

80 researchers working on AI and medicine
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● Pre-processing: Standardisation and Reproducibility;
● Algorithms: Graph theory and Machine Learning;
● Integration: Clinical support, drug discovery and metadata, 

real-world data.

● Pharma data: MEDICT, a metadata management platform for 
digital clinical trials;

● Hospital data: Personalised software is the first iteration of a 
decision-support system;

● Prediction of an antigen-specific antibody subrepertoire would 
tremendously fasten drug discovery in Precision Medicine. 

Biomedical Big DATA

aiHealthLab – The Laboratory of Artificial Intelligence in Health

Sources: Unibe.ch

FHNW University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern 
Switzerland
Institute for Medical Engineering and Medical Informatics

AIHealth Group's overall research focuses in the emerging field of AI 
applied to health. Artificial Intelligence represents methods to process 
large amounts of data and recognise the patterns within. Health data are 
generated from a variety of sources and comprises molecular profiles, 
medical records, digital biomarkers, and social media activity.

The mission of the Group is to apply Artificial Intelligence to set 
standards, understand mechanisms, and guide decisions in 
healthcare. Health data are generated in-house or is obtained 
through collaborations with pharmaceutical companies and 
hospitals. They use analytics for Personalised Medicine, drug 
discovery and development, and support systems in clinics. The 
applied projects are based on biomedical data and analytics.

 Analytics
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Trends and Obstacles for AI in Switzerland
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Trends and Obstacles for AI in Switzerland

Sources: Swissinfo.ch, SATW.ch, time, Egovernment.ch

AI and Research Programs
In Switzerland, different institutions are conducting studies to answer 
questions regarding topics such as ethics and the risks and 
opportunities of AI innovations. Swiss federal government has 
funded research programmes on the effective and appropriate use of 
Big Data and incorporated a federal working group specialised in AI.

AI and NLP
Natural language processing has been growing a 
lot recently by the use of deep learning. There is 
also an increasing use of AI in Industry 4.0 and the 
IoT, which is growing rapidly in manufacturing 
industries.

AI Implementation by Businesses
Some leading tech/telecom companies with headquarters in 
Switzerland implement and develop their own AI such as using 
chatbots in customer support service. Also they offer support for 
other businesses to implement AI to maximise income and respond 
to market demand.

AI and Federal Policy
In the light of emerging applications for AI that challenge the legal 
system, the Federal Council has developed strategic guidelines 
regarding AI for the federal administration and is also committed to 
the “Digital Switzerland” strategy as well as the “Digital Fereign 
Policy” strategy 2021-2024.

AI Monitoring Fertility Cycles
AI most commonly turns up in consumer apps, 
which uses the technology to fine-tune its 
predictions about ovulation and fertility based on 
self-reporting on data like menstrual cycles, 
physical symptoms, sexual activity, and more.

 Misuse of AI Technologies
Critics of “killer robots” fear that AI and robots would not only 
threaten jobs but also human life. Although such weapons do not 
yet exist, promoters say they could be deployed on the battlefield in 
just a few years given the rapid advances and spending on AI and 
other technologies.

Trends

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/machines-and-ethics--artificial-intelligence-switzerland/46213634
https://www.satw.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/documents/02_Themen/08_Kuenstliche-Intelligenz/SATW-Swiss_AI_Strategy.pdf
https://time.com/5492063/artificial-intelligence-fertility/
https://www.egovernment.ch/en/dokumentation/trends/artificial-intelligence-ai/
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Trends and Obstacles for AI in Switzerland

Sources: Swissinfo.ch, SATW.ch, Egovernment.ch, SBFI

Statistical Problems
With some AI methods it is no longer possible to comprehend how a 
certain prediction comes about or why an AI system has arrived at a 
certain answer to a given question. For instance, if groups of people are 
improperly discriminated against on the basis of AI decisions or if the 
result of a given analysis cannot be explained in delicate contexts. 

Data Protection
Consumers are concerned not so much about AI 
eliminating or controlling mankind, but more about the 
protection of their data. For this reason, AI producers 
are increasingly under pressure to make products that 
are transparent for users.

Lack of Ethical Standards
As AI is being more widely deployed, it becomes crucial to ensure that 
these models meet high ethical standards that enhance their 
acceptability by businesses and society. To date, no clear generally 
accepted guidelines for the implementation of AI systems exist. 
Therefore, there is a huge need in it.

Algorithm Evaluating the Casting of Actors for Particular Roles
The EPFL spin-off Largo Films has developed AI that evaluates the selection 
of actors for specific roles. With its AI platform, Largo promises to optimise 

all phases of a film's life cycle, from script development and casting to 
funding, post-production, marketing, and distribution.

Fear of Job Loss
Societies are growing more sceptical about AI while 
the industry is in the midst of a tech revolution. Big 

Data, AI, IoT, and 3D printers have changed the skills 
required from employees as more simple jobs are 

delegated to machines.

Challenges Largely Addressed
In some cases, the developments in AI pose major challenges in the 

various policy areas. The analyses show that there is still a great need 
for clarification and adaptation in many areas, but that the actors in 
Switzerland have already largely accepted the topic. This applies to 

education, research, and economy in particular. 

Obstacles 

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/machines-and-ethics--artificial-intelligence-switzerland/46213634
https://www.satw.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/documents/02_Themen/08_Kuenstliche-Intelligenz/SATW-Swiss_AI_Strategy.pdf
https://www.egovernment.ch/en/dokumentation/trends/artificial-intelligence-ai/
https://www.sbfi.admin.ch/dam/sbfi/en/dokumente/2021/05/challenges-ki.pdf.download.pdf/challenges-ki_e.pdf


∂∂∂∂

DeepChest and DeepBreath, 
new deep learning algorithms 
developed at EPFL that 
identify patterns of COVID-19 
in lung images and breath 
sounds, may help fight 
against other respiratory 
diseases and the growing 
challenge of antibiotic 
resistance.

∂

The first AI-based beer in 
Switzerland is the joint effort 
of the Algorithmic Business 
Research Lab of the Lucerne 
University of Applied 
Sciences, the company 
Jaywalker Digital and the 
Rothenburg brewery 
MNBrew. With the help of 
so-called neural networks, 
the AI   searches for patterns 
in them and derives its own 
creations.

The programme is based on 
Big Data: It first learns from 
the data of tens of thousands 
of people who have been 
recorded in the past. It scans 
these according to the 
criteria of age, gender, 
nationality, and other 
indicators. Then, it calculates 
which people are most likely 
to have found work in which 
canton.

AI-based real-time analytical 
tools can handle workflow 
and reporting, prevent cost 
overruns, and design 
buildings through generative 
design. There are AI and ML 
solutions that general 
contractors use to prioritise 
risk on the job site, so the 
project team can focus their 
limited time and resources 
on the biggest risk factors.

Wearable technologies are 
disrupting several fields in 
Switzerland such as the 
medical device and 
insurance industries. It has 
the potential to help 
companies better understand 
their customers with the use 
of data and, as a result, 
manage risk and improve 
processes, one being the 
medical device field.

Trending Technologies Using AI in Switzerland

Sources: StartUs Insights, Forbes, Quantzig, Researchgate

AI detecting 
COVID-19 in lungs

AI and Wearable 
Technology

AI for construction 
industry

Job algorithm for 
asylum seekersAI creating beer
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Implementation of AI Technology in Traditional Industries

Sources: G7G

Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and Machine Learning Case Study 

Generation 7 Group is a “seven-brand powerhouse” that owns and operates heritage brands. 
Focusing on developing digital capabilities to power offline to online integrations. Merging the 
past behind the world’s most valuable brands with the future of cutting-edge technologies to build 
a new world and new value for subsequent generations.

In 2021, G7G has embarked on an ambitious digitalisation project that would see the whole brand 
under the belt of G7G transformed into and equipped with the next-generation technologies. With 
AI digital machine-based avatars being far better equipped than humans at these tasks, G7G focus 
currently is on training these avatars to do this in an intelligent way. The focus is both on visual 
impact (hyper-realistic look) as well as human like interaction and intelligence both motion- and 
emotion-based. G7G expects that overtime it will be able to achieve a close to human like 
intelligence at least on a limited range of subjects.

Artificial Intelligence, automation, and Machine Learning is the intelligence revolution and the future of all business. AI is indeed one of the most 
impactful technologies available today. AI and ML have what it takes to completely reshape all sectors and industries. 

Functionality

Brand Building Brand Awareness

Product Identity 
Communication

Product Application / 
Use / Consumption

Brand / Product Use / 
Functionality Sales

Big Data Analytics

Instant Consumer Data Application and 
Development

Social Sustainability

G7G ultimate goal is to ensure that digital brand ambassadors can make 
the following impact:

Consumer side: Fastrack and 
improve product awareness, 
education, and personalised 
approach to product activation.

Social Sustainability Side: Develop leading pattern and 
framework for collection and analysis of responsible 
consumption within the drinks industry to ensure effective 
validation of Big Data in identifying individuals who are 
moving in the wrong direction and intervening earlier.

https://generation7group.com
https://generation7group.com
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AI Predictions and Conclusions
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Switzerland Aims to Enhance Tech Ecosystem and Data Safety

Data Safety in a Reliable Environment

Contrary to many other 
countries, Swiss laws are 
innovation-friendly and 
progressive, which 
provides a regulatory 
environment that allows AI 
companies to operate 
within high legal certainty. 

Switzerland has turned 
itself into a centre for the 
storage of sensitive data. It 
provides a large number of 
data centres with excellent 
server infrastructure, rapid 
internet connections, and a 
cost-effective power supply.

Geneva has become a 
recognised centre of 
excellence in the field of 
internet governance and 
has taken on a leading role 
in shaping an ethical and 
globally accepted 
standardization framework 
for AI. 

The Swiss legal system, 
being both stable and 
liberal, offers significant 
protection for intellectual 
property and a high degree 
of investment security for 
R&D activities.

A Collaborative Tech Ecosystem

Companies in Switzerland 
can draw on a large and 
diverse pool of highly 
qualified personnel with an 
affinity for new 
technologies. 

Switzerland has very 
strong industry clusters in 
pharma, finance, and 
health tech, which are 
fueling the AI ecosystem 
significantly.

Switzerland borders large 
markets like France, 
Germany, and Italy, which 
gives companies easy 
access to reach potential 
customers.

With its high density of 
leading AI research 
institutes, Switzerland has 
attracted many global tech 
companies, which decided 
to conduct their AI 
research from here. 
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Predictions of the AI Market Development

Sources: MarketsandMarkets, bloomberg 

Development of the Global AI Market (USD, billion)

CAGR 39.7%

Various factors such as growth of data-based AI and advancement in 
deep learning and need to achieve robotic autonomy to stay competitive 
in a global market are expected to drive the adoption of the AI solutions 
and services.

The global AI market size is expected to reach $309.7 billion by 2026. 
The market is anticipated to expand at a CAGR of 39.7% from 2021 to 
2026. 

AI is considered to be a revolutionary technological development, and its 
integration across a host of applications is one of the key factors driving 
this market. Advances in image and voice recognition are driving the 
growth of the regional market. Improved image recognition technology is 
critical in enhanced drones, self-driving cars, and robotics.

North America held the dominant share in the global AI market in 2018 
thanks to the availability of high government funding, presence of 
leading players, and strong technical base. Asia Pacific, however, is 
anticipated to overtake North America to emerge as the leading regional 
market by 2025, registering the highest CAGR. Increasing adoption of 
image and pattern recognition in Asia Pacific is expected to provide new 
growth opportunities. 

2018 2025

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/artificial-intelligence.asp
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2020-02-05/artificial-intelligence-market-size-worth-390-9-billion-by-2025-grand-view-research-inc?utm_medium=cpc_search&utm_campaign=NB_ACQ_DSAXX_DSATESTTCPAXX_EVG_XXXX_XXX_COALL_EN_EN_X_BLOM_GO_SE_XXX_XXXXXXXXXX&gclid=Cj0KCQjwqp-LBhDQARIsAO0a6aIM2HvzitUzheqaEEPxLdaAXGg9b4KIihNaYJwzP9CKv9-4KexgbGcaAh3dEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
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The impact of automation on the workforce is already visible in Switzerland. Jobs with a low risk of being replaced by automation have 
grown significantly over the last 25 years while jobs with a high risk have grown less vigorously or has even decreased.

However, more jobs have been created in the past 25 years than have been lost. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that automation will 
continue to offer more opportunities in the future. 

Swiss research institutes such as ETH Zurich, EPF 
Lausanne or Lugano IDSIA Lab, continuously rank as 
some of the finest technical institutes in Europe and have 
been among the major attractions for some of the brightest 
heads involved in AI. As a result, Switzerland has emerged as 
a serious competitor to California for the technologies, 
human resources, and funding that will power the world’s 
fourth socioeconomic revolution.

Switzerland boasts a high number of leading AI research 
institutes spread out over a manageable geographical area. 
This close-knit network and pragmatic collaboration between 
key research institutes and strong industrial players results 
in the highly efficient transfer of technology, which brings 
innovative products to the market quickly. In relation to its 
population, the country holds the third highest number of 
top AI patents worldwide.

Google, one of the forerunners in AI technology, has been 
strongly investing in its Zurich location (the company’s 
largest campus outside California) by increasing its now 
2,500 workforce by another 250 AI specialists, with plans 
to increase its total workforce in the country to 5,000.

Switzerland AI Market Development

Sources: sitsi, Deloitte

UBS has announced its plans to open up an AI competence 
centre in Manno. Located close to the University of 
Lausanne’s world-renowned AI lab, UBS will be focusing on 
how AI and Big Data can be used to improve existing 
applications and create new applications for the bank’s 
extensive IT infrastructure.

https://www.sitsi.com/how-switzerland-becoming-hub-artificial-intelligence
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/ch/Documents/innovation/ch-en-innovation-automation-report.pdf
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It can be expected that due to Switzerland’s beneficial taxation system, friendliness to research and development, and sizeable pools of expert 
technologists, many more projects and partnerships will be announced in the next few months and, thus strengthen Switzerland’s position as one of the 
top-notch locations for AI-related technological advancements.

Switzerland is a location of contrasts, standing for emerging technology as well as traditional values such as trust and safety. Its stable political and 
economic environment offers globally active companies a safe place to host and validate their data. The combination of high data security and data 
quality, political stability, and legal certainty leads to reduced risks for companies.

Key Takeaways

The services segment 
(deployment and 
integration, and support and 
maintenance) is expected to 
experience the highest 
growth due to the growing 
use of AI and analytics for 
policy making, 
environmental analysis, and 
real-time decision-making.

The market share of 
Machine Learning 
technology is higher 
compared to other 
technologies attributed to 
the enormous availability of 
data, also called Big Data, 
and the increasing adoption 
of ML by enterprises and 
federal agencies to gain 
useful insights.

North America is projected 
to hold the largest market 
share during the forecast 
period. The key factor 
supporting the growth of the 
AI market in this region is the 
wide-scale adoption of AI 
technologies in several 
industries such as 
healthcare, automotive, 
agriculture, retail, marketing, 
and law.

The competition among 
major AI companies is 
expected to be furious as 
new opportunities for AI 
solutions have grown due to 
the COVID-19 outbreak. New 
practices such as work from 
home and social distancing 
are creating the need for 
remote monitoring, smart 
payment technologies, and 
building the digital 
infrastructure.
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Swiss Longevity Valley – Summary

Swiss 
Longevity 

Valley

Swiss Longevity ValleyCoordinated Development of AI Centres 
for Longevity to Enable the Shift from 
Treatment to Prevention

Though the intensive application of AI to 
advanced biomedicine, Switzerland can lead 
the world in Precision Health, utilising the 
latest innovations in AI, Longevity, Biomarkers 
of Ageing and Advanced Biomedicine to 
become nation leading the world in 
preventive, personalised, and precision health 
care for its citizens.

Swiss Government Engagement on 
National Longevity Development Plans 
and Initiatives

Proactive engagement with Swiss 
government agencies and members of the 
Swiss Parliament to establish a framework for 
a National Swiss Longevity Development Plan 
and Industrial Strategy to grow Switzerland’s 
Longevity ecosystem to scale and enable 
extension of the national Health-Adjusted Life 
Expectancy.

I. 

III.

Cross-Sector Dialogue with All 
Major Longevity Industry Players

A focus on cross-sector dialogue, projects, 
and initiatives spanning government, industry, 
academia, and other relevant spheres of 
activity, Swiss Longevity Association aims to 
achieve a maximum level of synergy and 
convergence, growing every aspect of 
Switzerland’s Longevity ecosystem to scale.

Support of Progressive Longevity 
Financial Reform to Neutralize 
Economic Burden of Ageing Population

Swiss Longevity Association will work 
alongside large Swiss financial institutions, 
including pension funds, insurance 
companies, private wealth banks, and other 
relevant entities to roadmap initiatives and 
policy proposals to turn the problem of ageing 
population into the economic opportunity of 
Healthy Longevity.

II. 

IV.
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Every industry needs an innovative out-of-border approach that can be accelerated by the intense research and development sector. Close collaboration between 
academic and industrial representatives of the BioTech community may create an auspicious ecosystem. In such an environment, high-tech start-ups rise, 
attracting new investments and talents, daring to find solutions to the most difficult ageing-related issues of modernity.

Longevity 
Financial 

Hub

Longevity 
Technology 

Hub
Longevity 
Policy and 

Government 
Hub

Additional efforts are needed to further maintain and develop the industry's 
existing strengths, including government support for research and 
development as well as other stakeholders in the Longevity Industry. Ageing 
proliferation as a growing problem is turning into an opportunity for 
governments to develop progressive policies for the pension system, an 
ecosystem of insurance companies, and a national strategy for intensive 
healthcare system development.

The main objective of Longevity Financial Hub is to develop strong global 
connections and focus on the needs of the economy and serve as an 
international financial platform for particular regions and the global economy 
in general. Progressive asset management firms, investment banks, pension 
funds, and insurance companies based in Longevity Financial Hubs will 
develop new business models using AI to improve analytics quality.

Three Pillars of Swiss Longevity Valley
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Swiss Deep Tech Cluster powered by Deep Knowledge Group is an informational project focused specifically on Switzerland, gathering all analytical 
reports about the country, released by Deep Knowledge Group analytical subsidiaries. 
The major goal of Switzerland Deep Tech Cluster is to make a contribution to the prosperity of the country by providing quality data for investors, 
decision-makers, journalists, and experts.

Basel Area Life Sciences Ecosystem

Precision Medicine Clinics in Switzerland Longevity Industry in Switzerland

Switzerland Deep Tech Cluster

FemTech Industry in Switzerland

Longevity Industry in Switzerland Mitochondria-Longevity Research 
in Switzerland

https://www.dkv.global/swiss-analytics
https://www.dka.global/life-sciences-basel
https://www.dka.global/life-sciences-basel
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-and-precision-medicine-clinics-switzerland
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-and-precision-medicine-clinics-switzerland
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-switzerland
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-switzerland
https://www.aginganalytics.com/mitochondria-in-switzerland
https://www.aginganalytics.com/mitochondria-in-switzerland
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
https://www.femtech.health/femtech-switzerland
https://www.femtech.health/femtech-switzerland
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At Glance
Over ½ million followers in the global cross-industry 
AI Ecosystem
Reaching into 100 countries on all continents
Connecting over 50 industry sectors
Connecting over 4000 companies

SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network

Committed to Unleashing AI in Business

From Foundation to Today

Motivation

Our motivation is tied together with the incredible potentials of AI which are yet to be 
unleashed. Its development is not any more an option, but a must. It is our 
responsibility today to join forces across industries and disciplines to come to find 
answers to urging global questions. Human intelligence is at a point where it hasn’t 
been yet. Augmenting that with the power of Artificial Intelligence can lead to not yet 
even imagined solutions. We have all the resources we need to drive our businesses 
and societies forward. We are dedicated to propel that and drive change for the current 
and coming generations.

Vision

Our vision is to make sense of the thousands of years worth of data that we have 
collected throughout history, and with the smart combination of human and artificial 
intelligence find answers to urging global questions. We believe that with joint forces, 
we can drive societies forward by unleashing the potentials of AI in businesses, 
preparing the young generation for the future, and proactively creating the jobs of 
tomorrow.

100

50

4000

500k

Brief Overview
SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network is a highly 
respected cross-industry global community of 
business leaders and AI experts transparently 
exchanging about the development & implementation 
of AI. While spotlighting hands-on use cases, 
challenges, successes, and opportunities – both in 
the boardroom and on global stages, driven by turning 
AI into a key economy-booster.
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From Foundation to Today
SwissCognitive was founded in 2016 by AI thought-leader Dalith 
Steiger and digital transformation strategist, Andy Fitze. The 
organization grew out from Switzerland into a global community 
of cross-industry experts, leaders, and an AI community of over ½ 
million on social media, involving over 30 industry sectors in 100 
countries globally. Since 2016, besides regional Think Tanks, 
workshops and boardroom discussions, from March 2020 
SwissCognitive brought over 300 AI leaders & experts into 
discussion, carefully followed by an audience of over 24’000.

100

300

24k

2016

About SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network 
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SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network

Committed to Unleashing AI in Business

From Foundation to Today

Motivation

Our motivation is tied together with the incredible potentials of AI which are yet to be 
unleashed. Its development is not any more an option, but a must. It is our 
responsibility today to join forces across industries and disciplines to come to find 
answers to urging global questions. Human intelligence is at a point where it hasn’t 
been yet. Augmenting that with the power of Artificial Intelligence can lead to not yet 
even imagined solutions. We have all the resources we need to drive our businesses 
and societies forward. We are dedicated to propel that and drive change for the current 
and coming generations.

Vision

Our vision is to make sense of the thousands of years worth of data that we have 
collected throughout history, and with the smart combination of human and artificial 
intelligence find answers to urging global questions. We believe that with joint forces, 
we can drive societies forward by unleashing the potentials of AI in businesses, 
preparing the young generation for the future, and proactively creating the jobs of 
tomorrow.

Your Business Solution
SwissCognitive offers is connection to the most influential leaders, decision-makers and experts in a world-leading AI 
network, focused on the future and innovation propelled by the smart combination of human intelligence and cognitive 
technologies. With our services you can strengthen your visibility and strengthen your market position in a niche, yet global 
and future centric ecosystem.Le

ad
er

Position your organization, 
grow your competitive 
advantage, tap into new 
business opportunities and 
leverage our connections to 
the world’s greatest minds in 
AI.

Global Public Events

Leverage a trusted network 
with Swiss neutrality, and in 
private setting, get matched 
B2B to unlock the potentials of 
AI in your organization.

Boardroom ThinkTanks

Leverage our reach into close 
to 100 countries with over 
1/2m followers. Spotlight your 
success stories propelled by 
cognitive technologies, 
campaign, attract talent, and 
grow your business in a niche 
market.

Social Media

Gain renowned ideas from a 
neutral & external standpoint, 
trigger thought-provoking & 
solution-oriented discussions 
and get propelled by the engine 
of a world-leading AI network. 

Speaking Engagement & 
Advisory

About SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network 
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SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network

Committed to Unleashing AI in Business

From Foundation to Today

Motivation

Our motivation is tied together with the incredible potentials of AI which are yet to be 
unleashed. Its development is not any more an option, but a must. It is our 
responsibility today to join forces across industries and disciplines to come to find 
answers to urging global questions. Human intelligence is at a point where it hasn’t 
been yet. Augmenting that with the power of Artificial Intelligence can lead to not yet 
even imagined solutions. We have all the resources we need to drive our businesses 
and societies forward. We are dedicated to propel that and drive change for the current 
and coming generations.

Vision

Our vision is to make sense of the thousands of years worth of data that we have 
collected throughout history, and with the smart combination of human and artificial 
intelligence find answers to urging global questions. We believe that with joint forces, 
we can drive societies forward by unleashing the potentials of AI in businesses, 
preparing the young generation for the future, and proactively creating the jobs of 
tomorrow.

Recent Milestones and Recognitions
SwissCognitive recognised as one of the «32 Best Predictive Analytics Startups in Switzerland of 2021», The Start Up Pill, 2021
Andy Fitze named as «Top 10 AI Thought leaders and influencers to follow 2021», Analytics Insight, 2021
SwissCognitive recognised as one of the «Top publications and resources discussing AI 2021», Onalytica, 2021
Andy Fitze named as «Top 10 AI Influencers You Should Definitely Follow in 2021», Industrywired, 2021
Dalith Steiger Named as «Top 50 Women in Tech Influencers to Follow 2021», The Awards Magazine, 2021

Aw
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Get Involved
Become part of SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network that is 
propelled to drive our world forward with AI and other cognitive 
technologies. Join a community of over 1/2 million experts, 
leaders, and enthusiasts that believe in the power of innovation 
with emerging technologies.
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Exchange with Your AI Peers

Become a Global AI Ambassador

Become an AI Blogger

Our Key Topics of SwissCognitive 
“As AI Makes More Decisions, the Nature of Leadership Will 
Change”
“AI is Now a C-Suite Imperative”
“AI Has a Key Role in Driving the New Normal”
“Combining Technologies for Smart Solutions”
“Building Innovative Pipelines with Technologies”
“AI. It’s Beyond Technology”
“The Data Overload Hidden in Your Data Center”
“AI & Data: How To Make The Marriage Work”
“How AI Fosters Primary & Secondary Sectors”
“The Shakedown-Test of AI Investments”
“Responsible AI”
“How to Set Up an AI Centre of Excellence”
“Cognitive Technologies – A CTO, CIO and COO Perspective”
“The Driving Force Behind Digital Transformation”

H
ot

About SwissCognitive, World-Leading AI Network 
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Deep Knowledge Analytics is a DeepTech focused agency producing 
advanced analytics on DeepTech and frontier-technology industries using 
sophisticated multidimensional frameworks and algorithmic methods that 
combine hundreds of specially-designed and specifically-weighted metrics 
and parameters to deliver sophisticated market intelligence, pragmatic 
forecasting, and tangible industry benchmarking.

About Deep Knowledge Analytics

It is an analytical subsidiary of Deep Knowledge Group, an international consortium of commercial and nonprofit organisations focused on the 
synergetic convergence of DeepTech and Frontier Technologies (AI, Longevity, MedTech, FinTech, GovTech), applying progressive data-driven 
Invest-Tech solutions with a long-term strategic focus on AI in Healthcare, Longevity, and Precision Health, and aiming to achieve positive 
impact through the support of progressive technologies for the benefit of humanity via scientific research, investment, entrepreneurship, 
analytics, and philanthropy.

Deep Knowledge Analytics specialises in conducting special case studies and producing advanced industry analytical reports on the topics of 
Artificial Intelligence, GovTech, Blockchain, FinTech, and InvestTech. It has produced a number of comprehensive analytical reports in 
coordination with the UK All-Parties Parliamentary Groups on AI and on Blockchain, including its AI in UK Landscape Overview 2018 and 
Blockchain in UK Landscape Overview 2018, unprecedented in their scope and length, and collectively more than 3,000 pages. The company has 
also recently deployed advanced interactive online IT-platforms that feature dynamic mindmaps and filterable, customisable databases updated 
with new industry developments in real-time.

Deep Knowledge Analytics will continue to expand the scope, depth, and topics covered by its analytical reports on frontier technology-driven 
industries, with the aim to develop the next iterations of their analytical frameworks with a wider breadth and depth of metrics and overall 
analytics, to apply efficient methods to cross-sector analysis between different industries, and to apply both existing and new analytical 
frameworks to the design of the new InvestTech solutions (novel investment technologies and strategies relevant for the third decade of the 21st 
century), which is the only relevant way to implement the long-term strategic vision of Deep Knowledge Ventures.

 

https://www.dka.global/
https://www.dkv.global/
https://www.appg-ai.org/
https://www.appg-blockchain.org/
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Deep Knowledge Analytics (DKA) Disclaimer

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deep Knowledge Analytics. The information herein is believed by DKA to be reliable, but DKA makes no 
representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this communication will come to 
pass. DKA may provide, may have provided or may seek to provide advisory services to one or more companies mentioned herein. In addition, employees of DKA may 
have purchased or may purchase securities in one or more companies mentioned in this report. Opinions, estimates, and analyses in this report constitute the current 
judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of DKA and are subject to change without notice. DKA has no obligation 
to update, modify, or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, estimate, forecast, or analysis set 
forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction.

E-mail: info@dka.global Website: www.dka.global

Link to the Report: www.dka.global/ai-in-switzerland-2021-q4

https://www.dka.global/
https://mindmaps.dka.global/top-50-women-in-gulf-region-in-tech
http://www.dka.global/ai-in-switzerland-2021-q4
https://swisscognitive.ch/

